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Abstract
Memory for the temporal order of events is an essential cognitive function, but has been
observed to decline in the process of normal, healthy aging. One avenue that has yet to
be explored in this body of research is how temporal order memory relates to the
establishment of new, causal associations between ordered events, and how prior causal
knowledge influences judgments of event order in older adults. These questions are
evaluated in two experiments using a novel stimulus set. The stimulus set introduced
here includes paired images depicting both cause-and-effect sequences, and pairs of
events that merely share a semantic or thematic association. Continuous sequences of
both related and unrelated pairs of these images were presented during an incidental
encoding task, and participants’ memory for the order of target pairs was later evaluated
in a yes / no temporal order recognition judgment task. A subset of participants also
completed an item recognition task to address dissociations between memory for item
identity and for item order. The results provided new support for age-related declines in
memory for order, together with relatively intact performance for recognizing an item’s
identity. The results also identify age-related changes in the ability to form new ordered
associations between unrelated, unassociated events. The basic features of causal order
learning are evaluated in light of these results, and point to the importance of temporal
proximity between events in establishing ordered cause-and-effect relations. Of
particular interest was the influence of prior causal order knowledge on order memory
judgments, and mixed support is found for an interaction between prior knowledge of
an event sequence’s ‘logical’ order, and accurate recognition memory for those events.
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INTRODUCTION
Organizing our memories of events into an ordered sequence is a fundamental
and pervasive component of human cognition. Together with memory for item identity
and context, the temporal order of events forms a trio of essential information encoded
in memory traces (Li & Lewandowsky, 1995). One relevant example of the utility of
temporal order involves the all-too-common experience of losing one’s keys. An
effective strategy to aid in their recovery is to generate a sequential list of all the places
one had visited, and then to proceed to check each in turn. While mere recognition of
having visited each location is helpful in our search, we can use ordered event
representations to determine the last place we remember seeing the keys, or we can use
events as temporal “anchor-points” to determine if other events took place either before
or after the last sighting to effectively narrow and focus our search.
The capacity for placing events within a temporal sequence also plays an
important part in providing a structure to our autobiographical memory (e.g., Rubin, &
Schulkind, 1997; Shum, 1998), or memory for personal experiences, in that we can
place the moments of our lives in the context of other events. This temporal framework
helps us establish a personal narrative of our own individual development and life
experiences. Alternately, this process plays an equally important role in helping plan
for the future. The effective use of prospective memory (e.g., West & Craik, 2001), or
memory for our intentions relating to events that have yet to occur, often requires that
we plan for event sequences that will occur at some future time. This skill provides us
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with the tools to schedule our day’s activities, prioritize goals, or even to prepare a
devious sequence of chess moves.
Of the myriad ways in which ordered event representations support our
cognitive functions, perhaps the most vital is the role this process plays in helping
establish ordered representations for events associated with predictable outcomes. One
example is an event sequence in which one event must be effectively completed before
another action can proceed, or is otherwise allowable. Completing tasks in the proper
order, such as when we prepare a meal, travel to a destination, or perform maintenance
on our car, illustrate the effective use of scripts in guiding our behavior (Schank &
Abelson, 1977). For example, executing a script for changing a car’s flat tire requires
that several discrete activities be performed, in a particular order, otherwise the process
cannot be accomplished effectively. An individual must first correctly place and extend
the car jack, remove the lug nuts, remove the damaged tire, and properly secure the
replacement. Failure to complete these stages in order results in unacceptable
performance; one cannot remove a tire that is held fast by the weight of the car, and
incorrectly placing the car jack before removing the tire can be a dangerous prospect.
Another form of ordered sequencing is the ability to identify when one event
directly causes the occurrence of another event. In these cases, cause-and-effect
sequences are usually defined by three characteristics: proximity, exclusivity, and
priority (following Hume, 1739). First, proximity refers to the temporal distance
between two events, in that causes and effects typically occur at proximal moments in
time. Much previous research has established that longer temporal delays between
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causes and effects tend to weaken the perception of a causal relationship between them
(for reviews, see Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2002; Buehner & May, 2003). Second,
exclusivity refers to the possible contingent causes for any outcome: cause-and-effect
sequences should have an exclusive association, in that a given outcome would not be
possible without a particular causal predictor. This aspect of causal sequencing has
been well established in the study of perceptual causation (Michotte, 1963, Wagemans,
van Lier, & Scholl, 2006), and reinforcement schedules (Reed, 2001). Finally, priority
or asymmetry corresponds to the fact that causes can precede effects, but effects do not
typically precede the cause (Fenker, Waldmann & Holyoak, 2005, Friedman, 2002).
Combined, these three factors interact to provide clues to causal order, and also raise
further questions about the relations between causal association formation, and memory
processes for ordered information.
The primary objectives of this project are two-fold. First, this project aims to
establish a new method by which to access memory performance for sequences of
causally and non-causally associated items. As will be reviewed below, much previous
research has identified the factors contributing to the effective use of temporal context
in memory (Wheeler, Stuss & Tulving, 1997; Rubin, 2005), but there remain many
unanswered questions about how these temporal processes aid in causal inferences
between ordered events, and alternately, regarding how prior causal knowledge is
invoked during attempts to recollect event order. Given that identifying a cause and
effect relationship requires that we accurately recall the order in which events occur,
this project seeks to investigate the possibility that causal reasoning is subject to the
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same cognitive mechanisms as those invoked while determining serial order. To this
end, a new stimulus set of pictures of common causal and non-causal events was
created. These stimuli were used in a series of experiments to evaluate order and item
memory for everyday events that share varying degrees of semantic or contextual
similarity.
Second, this project seeks to investigate age-related memory disruptions for
temporal context, and its subsequent impact on event order and causal association
learning. As reviewed above, there is an abundance of applications for temporal order
memory in our daily lives, and yet many of these skills have been found to decline with
age (e.g., Maylor, Vousden, & Brown, 1999; Kessels, Hobbel, & Postma, 2007).
Indeed, many researchers have uncovered age-related declines in serial order recall
(e.g., Golomb, Peelle, Addis, Kahana & Wingfield, 2008), visuospatial sequence
learning (Turcotte, Gagnon, & Poirier, 2005), and script or action sequencing (Allain,
Berrut, Etcharry-Bouyx, Barré, Dubas & Le Gall, 2007). There remain, however, many
unanswered questions about the interaction between causality and memory for ordered
sequences, particularly within older adult populations. By comparing the recognition
performance of older and younger adults for sequences of causally and non-causally
associated events, this research will seek to determine how age-related changes in
memory for temporal context may interfere with judgments of ordered events. These
findings may offer new insight into some of the key memory functions that suffer the
greatest declines with age, and may inform later work attempting to mitigate the loss of
these essential memory processes.
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To address these goals, this introductory section will first review relevant
behavioral and neuroanatomical dissociations between temporal order memory, and
memory for event or item identity. Next, this report will describe the primary
experimental methods used to evaluate our memory for ordered information, and will
critically evaluate the similarities between judgments of event order and those for causal
direction. Throughout this review these findings will be discussed in the context of agerelated memory declines to identify the key experimental hypotheses of this research.

Item and Order Memory Dissociations
One pertinent question considers what contextual features are encoded with an
event representation to provide us a sense of when the event occurred in time. For
instance, while it is widely understood that one defining aspect of autobiographical
memory is our ability to determine the appropriate context for that memory, be it
spatial, emotional, or temporal (Rubin, 2005), key questions remain as to how the
accurate detection and encoding of temporal context is actually accomplished. A
number of lines of evidence have pointed to distinct memory mechanisms for context or
source memory, which may include these temporal, spatial, or emotional aspects of a
memory trace, and content or item memory, which corresponds to the perceptual or
conceptual identity of a particular stimulus (e.g., Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay,
1993; Schmitter-Edgecombe & Simpson, 2001; Marshuetz, 2005). One line of support
for this distinction is observed in classic serial order tasks. Participants are presented a
series of stimulus items, such as digits (Anders & Lillyquist, 1971), letters (Healy,
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1974), syllables (Ellis, 1980), words (Nairne, 1991), pictures (Hartman & Warren,
2005), or even separate tasks (Kausler, Lichty, & Davis, 1985), and are asked to report
the order in which these originally appeared. Participants commonly recall the correct
list items in the wrong order, suggesting an intact memory for the item itself, but a
distorted sense of the temporal relationships between them (Brown, Preece & Hulme,
2000).
This item / order distinction has been further evaluated by comparing
performance on free-recall and serial order reconstruction tasks as a function of the
item’s original list position (Fuchs, 1969; Bjork & Healy, 1974). In one notable study
(Healy, 1974), participants who attempted to reconstruct the serial order of words
showed clear primacy and recency effects, in which the initial and terminal list elements
tend to be reported with higher accuracy than the interior list items. In contrast, when
these participants needed only to choose which of several items had been seen
previously in a particular location, performance was equivalent across list positions. As
indicated in Figure 1, the U-shaped pattern of the serial position curve for the serial
order reconstruction is in marked contrast to the essentially flat slope of the
performance of those who needed only remember the item identity, and not the
temporal location in which it belonged.
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Figure 1. Memory for item and order information as a function of serial position,
averaged over three different filled retention intervals. Data were calculated
from Healy, 1974; reprinted from Brown, Preece, and Hulme (2000, p. 128).

Neuroanatomical evidence has implicated distinct brain regions in the
differential processing of context and content information. One area of particular
interest is the medial temporal lobe (MTL), including the hippocampal formation and
the perirhinal and entorhinal cortices. Current views of these functional regions hold
that item memory may be instantiated in the perirhinal cortex, whereas the hippocampus
and posterior parahippocampal cortex are required to accurately determine the
contextual source of a memory (e.g., Davachi, Mitchell & Wagner, 2003; Moscovitch,
Rosenbaum, Gilboa, Addis, Westmacott et al., 2005). Animal research has implicated
the dorsal CA3 and CA1 regions of the hippocampus in serial order memory in rats
(Hoge & Kesner, 2007).
Damage to the perirhinal and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in rats has
provided evidence of a dissociation between item and order memory for olfactory
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stimuli (Fortin, Agster, & Eichenbaum, 2002) and for familiarity and recency
discrimination (Hannesson, Howland, & Phillips, 2004: Kesner & Holbrook, 1987). It
is believed that the mPFC in rats is functionally equivalent to the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) in humans, but we must be cautious in how we apply these findings
across species. Nonetheless, it is likely that both species share similar memory
mechanisms, despite the fact that they may be instantiated in different cortical regions.
Further evidence of a relation between frontal lobe function and the processing
of temporal context in humans has been provided by studies of focal frontal lobe
damage (Sellal, Van Der Linden, Rainville & Labrecque, 1996), particularly in cases of
organic or global amnesia (Shimamura, Janowsky & Squire, 1990; Squire, Haist &
Shimamura, 1989), delusional misidentification syndromes (Bouvier-Peyrou, Landis &
Annoni, 2000), and reduplicative paramnesia (Moser, Cohen, Malloy, Stone & Rogg,
1998). One representative case was presented by Sellal and colleagues (1996), who
described a patient with pervasive temporal distortions after encephalitic damage to
bilateral mesio-frontal and orbito-frontal regions, as well as to the right anterior mesiotemporal lobe. The extensive damage incurred by the patient impacted many aspects of
her processing of temporal information, as she exhibited difficulties in both gauging
elapsed time and in ordering historical events in series. Of particular interest was her
ability to accurately recall events from her own life, but clear deficit in placing these
events in the correct order; in some cases she reported that events which had occurred
up to 20 years apart had instead occurred in succession.
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Declines in frontal functioning are also known to accompany the process of
normal aging (West, 1996), and indeed older adult participants often perform normally
or near-normally on recognition tasks, but show markedly reduced performance on
temporal order tasks compared to younger controls (e.g., Fabiani & Friedman, 1996;
Cabeza et al., 2000; Newman, Allen, & Kaszniak, 2001; Hartman & Warren, 2005;
although see Kausler et al., 1985; Dumas & Hartman, 2003 for contradictory results).
To evaluate the accumulated research in this area, Spencer and Raz (1995) performed
an extensive review of 46 experiments on memory for content and context (in this case,
spatiotemporal) in older and younger adult populations. This meta-analysis provided
evidence of age-related declines in memory for order, whereas memory for item identity
was relatively intact. Whereas older and younger adults perform at equivalent levels on
item memory tasks when the amount of study time was adjusted to allow older adults to
identify the salient perceptual features of the stimulus (Dumas & Hartman, 2003,
Experiment I), in studies of temporal memory older adults tend to show marked agerelated declines in performance.
There are several explanations that have been raised to account for this pattern
of differences observed between older and younger adults. From a neuroanatomical
standpoint, age-related differences have been attributed to sharper declines in frontal
regions responsible for the contextual aspects of memory than in medial temporal
regions responsible for memory for content (Spencer & Raz, 1995; Cabeza, Anderson,
Houle, Mangels & Nyberg, 2000; Rajah & D’Esposito, 2005), and reduced efficiency of
hippocampally-mediated memory encoding processes (Dennis, Hayes, Prince, Madden,
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Huettel et al., 2008). The nature of these declines is yet unclear, as the particular
function of these frontal regions is still the topic of ongoing debate. One possible
explanation for this difference may be a decreased associative ability for contextual
information (Johnson, Hashtroudi & Lindsay, 1993). From this perspective, declines in
frontal functioning lead to less effective attempts to combine item information (content)
with order information (context). Other explanations include declines in working
memory and subsequent difficulties in holding multiple pieces of information in
attentional focus, as well as a general inability to effectively encode order information
(Kilb & Naveh-Benjamin, 2007). While numerous studies have provided evidence of
age-related processing differences in both attentional and executive control (see
Salthouse, Atkinson & Berish, 2003 for a review), as well as updating the contents of
working memory (Hartman, Dumas & Nielson, 2001), there has not yet been any
conclusive evidence pointing to a single explanation for these age-related differences.
Given the accumulated evidence, it is likely that declines in the processing of temporal
order information may result from a number of age-related neuroanatomical changes, all
of which may interact to impede both memory encoding and retrieval, and executive
functioning of a network of related structures.

Experimental Measures of Order Memory
A number of techniques have been developed throughout the years to assess
memory for order information. One thriving area of research into memory for temporal
order makes use of an implicit sequence-learning task, in which an array of stimuli is
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repeatedly presented, under incidental encoding conditions, to encourage the encoding
of inter-item associations between repeated elements. Experiments of this nature
generally fall into two major categories, based upon whether the repeated elements
involve a form of spatial arrangement in a static display, or the temporal association
between repeated stimuli (Turk-Browne & Scholl, 2009). In spatial arrangement
studies participants view several stimuli simultaneously within an array, and are
assessed with respect to their ability to associate one stimulus with another in that
display (Brady, Konkle & Alvarez, 2009), or to associate individual stimuli with
contextual cues (Chun & Jiang, 1998; Fiser & Aslin, 2001). Alternately, temporal
sequential learning tasks often involve presenting participants with a sequence of colors
or shapes of varying complexity, one at a time, on a computer screen (Abla & Okanoya,
2009; Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002; Turk-Browne, Scholl,
Chun & Johnson, 2008). During a subsequent test phase, participants are given a
forced-choice decision between two sets of stimuli, one set comprised of a sequence of
stimuli from the study phase, the other comprised of a novel collection of unpaired
stimuli. Recognition performance is typically found to be significantly higher for the
trained stimulus sequences, even in the absence of participants demonstrating explicit
knowledge about their earlier encounters with those stimuli (Fiser & Aslin, 2002). As
with other tasks requiring the accurate detection or reconstruction of order information,
age-related performance declines have been identified in both implicit and explicit
sequential learning, and these declines are associated with functional activity decreases
in prefrontal and neocortical regions (Aizenstein et al., 2006).
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Another common sequential learning paradigm is the serial reaction time (SRT)
task, in which a participant learns a sequence of motoric responses to stimuli presented
on a computer display (Hunt & Aslin, 2001; Remillard, 2003; Stefaniak, Willems,
Adam & Meulemans, 2008; Wilkenson, Teo, Obeso, Rothwell & Jahanshahi, 2010).
Participants in SRT tasks are typically asked to touch illuminated tiles on a pressuresensitive computer display. As these sequences of illuminated lights are repeated across
trials, participants come to implicitly learn the order of locations in which stimuli will
appear (although for debate on whether task performance reflects an explicit memory
component, see Hunt & Aslin, 2001). Behaviorally, these repetitions result in higher
accuracy for specific patterns of motor responses, as well as lower reaction times while
making the appropriate movement.
A noteworthy related design assesses the learning of movement patterns through
imitation. In one relevant study comparing older and younger adults’ ability to repeat a
pattern of arm movements, participants viewed a series of gestural cues on a computer
screen and were asked to mimic the sequence by motioning with their arms (Maryott &
Sekuler, 2009). Older adults showed decreased accuracy and increased order errors
compared to their younger counterparts, a finding which will inform later predictions on
older adults’ recognition performance for novel sequences of events.
As described earlier in the context of order and item memory dissociations,
temporal order memory has been frequently evaluated using traditional serial order task
paradigms. As such, a wide array of theoretical models has been forwarded to account
for performance on these tasks, each positing markedly different memory mechanisms.
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Some positional theories explain this process as the association of an item with a
particular physical location or “slot”, and ordered recall proceeds by progressing
through each slot-item association (Conrad, 1965). These positional theories lack some
biological plausibility (although see Lytton & Lipton, 1999 for a possible
hippocampally-mediated process of temporal order encoding), and others have instead
claimed that each item is instead directly associated with the next, and in future trials
will act as a cue for its associated item (Ebbinghaus, 1964; Wickelgren, 1967; Tzeng &
Cotton, 1980). Unfortunately, this approach does not sufficiently explain how the
association is given a sense of direction or priority, in that one event occurs before the
next, nor how one could recall the second item without remembering the first
(Baddeley, 1968; Baddeley, Papagno & Norris, 1991; Henson, Norris, Page &
Baddeley, 1996; Terrace, Son, & Brannon, 2003).
Still others have claimed that temporal position is based upon a multidimensional “time-tag” of temporal or serial distance that is decoded in later recall
(Yntema & Trask, 1963; Estes, 1972; Nairne, 1991; Brown, Preece, & Hulme, 2000).
Given that there is little support for a reliable mechanism to encode objective,
“chronometric” time, it has also been proposed that the strength of the memory trace
itself acts as an index of temporal relations during recall (Hinrichs, 1970), with stronger
memory traces being recalled as having occurred more recently than weaker traces.
This approach also falls short in some regards, as repeated encounters with a stimulus
event (which would presumably lead to a more robust memory representation), do not
reliably predict that we will recall that event as more recent than another with fewer
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prior exposures. Overall, these approaches are more or less capable of accounting for
certain aspects of the experimental data, but have nonetheless been criticized for being
unable to describe the real, online process of placing past events in order (see Henson,
1998 for a complete review of the theoretical approaches to serial order memory). Of
note is the concern that when determining serial order, we need not use only a single
index of the memory’s temporal position, but instead bring other prior knowledge or
deductive reasoning processes to bear (e.g., Johnson et al., 1993).

Theoretical Approaches to Causal Order
Much evidence suggests that memory for temporal order information is valuable
in the identification of causal sequences. To identify the correspondences between
these processes, we must turn our focus to the three primary indices of causal
associations: priority, proximity, and exclusivity.
Of primary concern for this report is the role of priority or asymmetry between
events, in that causes can precede effects, but effects do not typically precede the cause
(Fenker, Waldmann & Holyoak, 2005). Of the three indices of causal associations, this
factor most closely relates to the process of order determination, in that one must
establish a reliable representation of which event precedes the other to identify the
outcome of a given action. Several theories have been developed to explain this
asymmetrical, ordered association between causes and effects. In the associative view
of causal sequences, item-by-item associations are formed between two events, and
asymmetrical recall (i.e., causes precede effects) results from the temporal order in
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which these events are typically observed. Indeed, Quinn and Markovits (1998)
observed that the strength of a prior association between an event and a subsequent
outcome predicted the degree to which a participant would perceive a causal relation
between the two events; those events that were most strongly associated with one
another were most likely to be seen as causally linked. This connection to association
learning suggests some correspondence between causal learning and serial order
learning theories, which are often reliant upon many of the same proposed mechanisms
(see, for instance, Ebbinghaus, 1964), but which therefore also suffer from many of the
same criticisms (see Henson, 1998 for review).
An alternative perspective, called the causal-model theory, holds that causal
relationships are explicitly represented separately from the item or event representations
themselves (Waldmann, Holyoak & Fratianne, 1995). This position implies the
existence of a distinct “causal module” to determine when an associative relation
contains an additional contingent, causal association. This latter view has found support
in the work of Fenker, Waldmann, and Holyoak (2005), who presented participants with
word pairs that shared a pre-existing causal connection (e.g., fire – spark). These words
were presented either in a forward direction, in which the first item logically predicts
the second, or the reverse, in which the effect precedes the cause. When asked to
evaluate if the first item predicted the second, participants responded faster when
stimuli were presented in the forward order than in the reverse. Alternately, when asked
to simply evaluate whether two items were merely associated with one another,
performance was equivalent across forward and backward conditions. These authors
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concluded that the observation of longer response latencies required to correctly
identify causal order, but only under conditions when the spatial presentation order is
incongruent with prior experience, is consistent with the presence of a causal module,
or, at least, with the need for some form of additional processing specific to causality
determination, beyond that needed to determine associative relations.
Notably, similar processing delays are also observed in serial order tasks when
participants are asked to recall a stimulus list in reverse order (e.g., Anders & Lillyquist,
1971; Li & Lewandowsky, 1995; Farrand & Jones, 1996), or to reverse the ordered
sequence of stimuli within an array (Lange, Cerella, & Verhaeghen, 2011), further
suggesting some relationship between the ordering of both causally-related stimuli, and
those that are presented in a specific sequential order.
The increased time required for reporting these items in backwards order has
been attributed by some to a transformation process, which Conrad (1965) suggested
could be accomplished by a series of “to-and-fro” scans. For example, to report the set
of digits {1, 5, 3, 6}, the participant would first select and reverse the last two items, {3,
6 → 6, 3}, and then proceed to the next pair. Anders and Lillyquist (1971) provided
support for this proposal, as the encoding strategies used by participants were reflected
in the pattern in which items were recalled (e.g., participants who remembered items in
pairs tended to recall two items at a time). More importantly, these data suggest that
asymmetrical encoding can occur for newly formed representations of event or item
order.
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In further support of a relation between causal and sequential ordering
processes, Satpute and colleagues (2005) determined that the DLPFC, a region
associated with serial order processing, is similarly important in determining the causal
relationships between stimuli. Using Fenker’s (2005) word pair presentation paradigm,
described earlier, the authors observed greater activation in the left DLPFC for preexperimentally causally-linked pairs of words (e.g., acid – corrosion; carcinogen tumor) than for associated words (e.g., car – plane; atlas - dictionary).
Evidence suggesting age-related declines in serial order tasks points to the
possibility of other related detriments in tasks assessing memory for causally ordered
events. For instance, a series of studies by Howard, Kahana, and collaborators (Howard
& Kahana, 1999; Howard, Kahana, & Wingfield, 2006; Wingfield & Kahana, 2002)
provided evidence that declines in frontal functioning may interfere with older adults’
ability to form new asymmetrical associations between stimuli. In their series of studies
evaluating serial order recall performance, older adults were significantly less likely to
display a contiguity effect, or an asymmetrical order preference for items that appeared
in temporally proximal positions (Golomb et al., 2008), and were therefore more likely
to transpose the order of a pair upon recall. The authors concluded that this finding
illustrates a declining ability to organize memories in time. It is likely that a diminished
sense of stimulus priority would result in older adults committing more transposition
errors, or recalling events in the reverse position, particularly when the events are
unrelated to one another or depict events that could reasonably appear in either order.
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What is less clear is how older adults will perform when asked to recognize the
order of causally associated event sequences. Older adults have been found to recruit
semantic (as opposed to contextual or episodic) memory during serial order tasks, a
tactic that is maladaptive when attempting to recall a list of unrelated items in a
particular order (Golomb et al., 2008). Given the prior semantic knowledge of the
logical order of well-known event sequences, older adults may show an increased
tendency to transpose the order of recalled events to make them more congruent with
their expectations. For instance, if two images are presented in the logically incorrect
order during an initial encoding phase, the older adult participants may be more likely
to recall the images as having been shown in the correct logical sequence. Moreover, a
tendency to rely upon familiarity as opposed to recollection (see, for instance, Bastin,
Van der Linden, & Friedman, 2004) may encourage older adults to falsely recognize
non-presented images, particularly under conditions when a newly-presented image
shares a contextual or semantic association with an image presented during a previous
phase, or when a novel image is presented accompanied by a previously presented
‘lure’.
Turning now to the other primary features of causal sequences, both temporal
proximity (i.e., the degree of separation of two events in time) and exclusivity (i.e., the
reliable occurrence of an effect following a particular cause), have been well established
as important cues to causality (Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2002; Buehner & May, 2003).
These cues are not necessarily reliant on order memory, per se, as other reasoning and
inferential processes can aid in determinations of causality, regardless of the events’
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separation in time or frequency of co-occurrence. For example, it is often the case that
the effects, such as becoming nauseous, are observed well after the cause, such as
having eaten a portion of spoiled food, and we must reliably be able to determine the
causes when they are separated by time spans on the order of minutes, hours, and even
days.
These three principles are rarely directly manipulated in tasks assessing memory
for ordered information, but even so they are a component of many tasks of this nature.
For instance, measures of serial order and implicit sequence learning could be
interpreted as including the three essential characteristics of causal associations, as these
tasks include conditions under which one stimulus reliably precedes another (priority),
stimuli appear close together in time (proximity), and the onset of one stimulus reliably
predicts the appearance of another (exclusivity). To consider these tasks as indices of
causal learning, however, would be an overreach, since these tasks often made use of
relatively simple perceptual stimuli such as basic colors or geometric shapes, or in the
case of SRT tasks, involve a relatively simple motor response. It may indeed be
possible to establish causal associations between these simple stimuli, but under more
realistic, and therefore complex, circumstances, our sense of causation is frequently
applied to events involving the actions of intentional agents. Targeted measures of
causal order memory should attempt to capture this essence of real-world experience.
A commendable step toward this goal was reported by Brady and Oliva (2008),
who demonstrated implicit visual sequence learning using images depicting a variety of
real-world locations (e.g., natural scenes, home interiors, sky scrapers). During initial
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stimulus exposure, participants viewed images one at a time on a computer screen, and
upon each trial were asked to indicate when an image was repeated from the preceding
trial. The presentation order of the stimuli was manipulated such that randomly
interleaved three-image triads would repeat 75 times over the course of the study phase.
Afterwards, participants performed a two-alternative forced-choice recognition
judgment on a pair of 3-image sequences (triplets), one of which had been repeatedly
presented during the study phase, and the other of which was a novel triplet. As
expected, recognition scores were significantly above chance for triplets that had been
repeatedly presented during the study phase. Furthermore, participants also could
accurately recognize the order of triplets that had not yet been presented, but which
were comprised of three new exemplars in which the categorical or semantic
information remained constant (e.g., participants viewed one particular series of a
kitchen, waterfall, and bathroom upon first exposure to a triplet, and later correctly
identified the order for a triplet consisting of a different kitchen, waterfall, and
bathroom). In additional work, using a cross-modality manipulation, involving the
presentation of pictures during learning but of words during test, Brady and Oliva
(2008) demonstrated a further degree of abstraction, as participants were able to
correctly identify the order of a trio of words at test, despite having seen pictures at
study, suggesting their creation of an abstract sequence of representations beyond a
simple perceptual association between images. These results also pointed to the
establishment of a new, asymmetrical ordered event sequence, but the study did not
suitably evaluate issues of proximity or exclusivity. The methods used by Brady and
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Oliva (2008) offered promising insights into possible methods for investigating causal
order memory, and served to motivate the experimental design reported below.

RATIONALE
Combined, prior research on the nature of causal associations and sequential
order learning raise several important questions about the age-related changes in the
processes required by these tasks, and the contexts in which these effects may be
observed. First, few studies have examined how we establish new ordered causal
associations between realistic events. Fenker (2005) and Satpute (2005) limited their
approach to well-established causal word-pairs, and did not address the way that new
causal relations are established between two events. Brady and Oliva (2008) included
real-world scenes, but these photos of locations lacked any sense of action or outcome.
For this reason, this experiment introduces a novel set of experimental stimuli,
consisting of newly created line drawings that depict a wide array of common everyday
events. Some of the events have pre-established semantic and causal associations, and
others have no pre-existing relationships. In an experimental setting, these images can
be paired either in accordance with pre-existing causal relationships, or they can be
paired in such a way as to create new associations between heretofore-unrelated events.
Moreover, these stimuli also offer a higher degree of ecological validity than word pairs
or pictures of inert scenes; the stimuli depict a variety of people and animals, taking part
in a number of activities, and in a broad range of environments and contexts.
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As noted, the stimulus set can be used to evaluate the influence of pre-existing
ordered inter-stimulus associations on subsequent recognition performance and event
order recognition. Most of the event images in the stimulus set share a thematic or
conceptual association with one other image, and the stimuli were created (and
subsequently extensively normed) such that the paired images vary in the degree to
which they share a causal, ordered relation. Given the importance of identifying causal
relationships on accurate perception and memory operations (e.g., Shams, 2010; Fenker,
Waldmann & Holyoak, 2005), this stimulus set will enable determination of the extent
to which pre-existing causal associations act as an aid or an impediment to the
recognition of event sequences.
Equally important, the novel stimulus set offers new opportunities to address the
three features of causal associations. In the experiments described below, two of the
three major indices are addressed. Order asymmetry will be evaluated by systematically
manipulating the presentation order of pairs sharing varying degrees of pre-existing
ordered relations, as well as pairs of events that are largely unrelated to one another. In
this manner the current research can evaluate memory and temporal order accuracy for
event pairs that appear in a predictable order, and also determine the influence of
ordered cues to access this representation. Event proximity also will be manipulated by
interleaving unrelated events between sequences of target event pairs to evaluate how
temporal distance interacts with accurate order recognition. Although exclusivity will
not be manipulated in these experiments, this stimulus set will prove useful in future
experiments for addressing this remaining feature of causal associations.
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Finally, we have noted that there are several outstanding questions with respect
to possible age-related performance differences for ordered information, particularly in
the acquisition of new ordered representations, and how this skill may interact with the
learning of an asymmetrically ordered sequence. To answer these questions of agerelated processing changes we must first be certain that this novel stimulus set is
appropriate for a wide range of participant groups. Therefore, the stimulus set
introduced here was assessed in a number of normative tasks and evaluative judgments
by both older adults (aged 60 – 80 years) and younger adults (ages 18 – 30 years).
These essential normative data help ensure the validity of the experimental findings,
reported later. Before explaining the experimental design and specific predictions, we
turn next to a complete description of the stimulus set that forms the foundation of this
line of research.

STIMULUS MATERIALS - NORMATIVE DATA COLLECTION
In order to test our hypotheses regarding the relations between causal
associations, sequence-order memory, and age-related changes in cognition, this study
uses an original stimulus set comprised of 265 black-and-white line drawings of
thematically-related image pairs (see Figure 2 for examples). These images were
created to depict a variety of everyday events (e.g., work, play, sports, health / hygiene,
domestic chores, and food), and reasonable efforts were made to represent a wide array
of attributes and stimulus characteristics throughout the stimulus set. For instance,
some of these images contain a human agent (e.g., a person diving off a diving board),
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an animal agent (e.g., a dog burying a bone), or no agent (e.g., a leaf falls from a tree).
In images that include a human agent, reasonable efforts were made to ensure that each
gender appeared with equal frequency. In many cases, human agents were drawn with
gender-neutral clothing and hair, and both genders were depicted in a variety of roles.
Also considered were the number of agents present in a scene, and the proportion of the
agent that is physically depicted in the image (i.e., a full or partial view of the primary
agent) (see Appendix A for stimulus set summary data).
The events depicted in these stimuli were designed to be immediately
recognizable and to contain few extraneous objects or contextual features, so as to
constrain the number of possible interpretations of the depicted scene. The majority of
the images share a relevant semantic or contextual association with one other image in
the stimulus set; combined, these two related images comprise what will be termed a
Critical Pair. For example, one Critical Pair in the set depicts two stages of a telephone
call: The first image illustrates a ringing phone; in the second a person picks up the
receiver. The current version of the stimulus set includes a total of 265 images,
including 111 Critical Pairs, as well as 43 individual, unpaired images.
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Figure 2. Critical Pair and Unrelated Image examples. Critical Pairs reflect a
range of agency categories (human, animal, or no-agent) and inter-stimulus
causal associations. Unrelated Images were used to create Unrelated Pairs of
un-associated events.

Before using these stimuli in experimental studies, normative ratings were
gathered for a number of important stimulus characteristics, including the
recognizability of each image, its frequency of occurrence, and ratings of its shared
relation with other stimuli in the set. Most vital to the experimental aims, however, was
to ensure that these stimuli were appropriate for use with populations of a broad age
range. To these ends, both young adults (aged 18 – 30 years) and older adults (aged 60
– 80 years) participated in several iterations of normative studies using images from the
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preliminary stimulus set. Young adult participants (N = 90, Mage = 21.1, SD = 2.6) were
recruited from a psychology department participant pool, and were compensated with
course credit. Older adult participants (N = 44, Mage = 70.4, SD = 5.7) were recruited
from the University of Minnesota’s Alumni Association via postings and e-mail
announcements. All participants were native speakers of English, and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and hearing. Older adults recruited in this phase were
administered both a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, &
McHugh, 1975), and the Brief Symptom Inventory (Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983)
prior to participation, and all of our participants met our inclusion criteria for current
cognitive status (MMSE scores > 24) or for depression (BSI depression item scores <
11). Additionally, all older adult participants reported no history of medical conditions
that might interfere with their performance (for complete screening criteria, see
Appendix B).
The normative data described below were gathered over several iterations of
stimulus development and revision. Therefore, each of the tasks described below was
conducted with a subset of the participants from each age group; younger adults took
part in a total of 3 phases, and older adults in a total of 2 phases, with participants
providing normative data for between 2 and 3 of the measures of interest. In all tasks,
stimuli were presented on a 19” color monitor, using E-prime Software (Psychology
Software Tools, Inc., 2002). All participants were tested individually, and each
experimental session lasted approximately an hour.
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Image identification, similarity, and frequency of occurrence
After generating a preliminary set of 273 images, normative efforts first
determined if the images were recognizable and distinct from other images in the
stimulus set. A subset of our young adult participants (N = 20, Mage = 19.9, SD = 2.3)
completed a task wherein they viewed a sequence of images, one at a time, on a
computer screen, and were asked to describe the content of the scene in a complete
sentence containing both a noun and a verb (e.g., “The dog catches the Frisbee,” or “A
barber gives a haircut”). Counterbalancing efforts ensured that each participant saw
only half of the Critical Pair images, thereby ensuring that their descriptions would not
be influenced by presentations of similar events. When participants were unable to
identify an image they were asked to respond, “I don’t know.” The participant’s verbal
responses were recorded, by hand, by undergraduate research assistants who had not
been involved in the creation of the images.
Upon considering these preliminary data, several consistently misidentified
images were subsequently redrawn to address any ambiguities, and additional young
adult participants (N = 22, Mage = 23.0, SD = 4.7) described these revised images, in the
same manner as detailed above, in later normative phases. Once each image was found
to be reliably identifiable by at least 90% of our young adult sample, older adult
participants (N = 22, Mage = 71.5, SD = 5.7) were recruited to provide image
descriptions. Overall, this process of stimulus revision or exclusion reduced the
stimulus set to its current total of 265 images.
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To minimize the risk that images within an item pair would be confused with
each other, or with any other image from the set, younger and older adults’ verbal
responses were compared to ensure that each image was not described in the same way
as any other. As an additional index of image similarity, both younger adult (N = 24,
Mage = 21.5, SD = 1.6) and older adult (N = 22, Mage = 71.5, SD = 5.7) participants rated
the visual similarity between Critical Pairs and novel, Unrelated Pairs1 on a Likert-type
scale with anchors ranging from 1 (no shared visual features or similarities) to 7 (the
images are identical). In future experimental efforts, this measure may later serve to
investigate the influence of visual pair similarity on order and item recognition task
performance.
To control for the impact of event familiarity on memory task performance,
participants from both age groups (Younger adults: N = 20, Mage = 19.9, SD = 2.3;
Older adults: N = 22, Mage = 71.5, SD = 5.7) rated the perceived frequency at which
these events occur in everyday life. Participants viewed each image, one at a time, on a
computer screen, and indicated via key press their personal familiarity with each event
shown. More specifically, they were asked to indicate how often, in their experience,
that they had seen or encountered the event, including encounters with similar images in
various media. Participants reported their responses using a Likert-type scale with
anchors ranging from 1 (‘never’) to 7 (‘regularly’). These data also were consulted
1

Unrelated pairs used in these normative tasks were created by randomly selecting two images from the
entire stimulus set to create a novel pair set. No image could serve within both a Critical Pair and an
Unrelated Pair for the same participant. While there are a nearly unlimited number of ways to combine
these images into novel pairs, only a proportion of these were evaluated by participants. Ratings
gathered for these Unrelated Pairs later were considered when selecting pairs with well-defined
response characteristics for the final experiments.
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when evaluating whether to include stimuli in the final stimulus set, in that lowfrequency images that were frequently misidentified were more likely to be excluded
than revised.

Critical pair association, causal direction, and temporal distance
A crucial attribute of the stimuli is the varying degree of pre-existing association
shared between each Critical Pair of images, and the directionality of the causal
associations depicted. Some images comprising a Critical Pair are in a symmetrical
sequence (i.e., either event may logically precede the other), whereas others are in an
asymmetrical sequence (i.e., the cause precedes the effect) (see Figure 3)2.

2

In preliminary normative phases, asymmetrical and symmetrical Critical Pairs were coded by the
author and 2 undergraduate research assistants. The later experiments did not use these initial values,
however, but instead based pair symmetry upon normative phase participant ratings. Preliminary
estimates suggested that asymmetrical pairs outnumbered symmetrical pairs by a 3:1 ratio.
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Figure 3. Asymmetrical and Symmetrical Critical Pair examples.

To identify the magnitude and direction of inter-image associations, both young
adults (N = 22, Mage = 23.0, SD = 4.7) and older adults (N = 22, Mage = 71.5, SD = 5.7)
viewed a sequence of Critical and Unrelated Pairs, side-by-side on a computer screen.
Participants were asked to determine the strength of the association between each pair
on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (no shared thematic, semantic or contextual
features) to 7 (multiple shared features or themes), regardless of their order on the
screen. Half of the Critical Pairs were presented, from left to right, with causes
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preceding effects (an ‘AB’ pair), and the other half were presented in the reverse order
(a ‘BA’ pair)3.
Analyses of these association strength data provided by the young adult
participants revealed somewhat higher ratings for asymmetrical order pairs, M = 5.32,
SD = .99, than for symmetrical order pairs, M = 5.18, SD = 1.03, and a subsequent
dependent-samples t-test between pair types indicated that this difference was indeed
significant, t(21) = 3.76, p = .001. Despite explicit instructions to ignore the order of
the stimuli as presented on the screen, this analysis also revealed a significant difference
between ratings for asymmetrical pairs presented in the AB (M = 5.36, SD = .48) versus
the BA (M = 5.06, SD = .65) order, t(21) = 3.26, p < .005. Although we asked
participants to disregard the order in which the images were displayed, the causal
relationship between asymmetrical events may have encouraged them to rate the
asymmetrical pairs as slightly more associated with one another when presented in the
‘logical’ order.
As expected, association rating scores for Unrelated Pairs were notably lower
than those for Critical Pairs, resulting in an average association score of 1.64, SD =
1.14, for novel item pairs. A dependent-samples t-test comparing association scores
across participants revealed that the ratings given to Unrelated Pairs were significantly
lower than those for both AB order Critical Pairs, t (21) = 37.22, p < .001, and for BA
order Critical Pairs, t (21) = 34.18, p < .001. Unrelated Pairs with low inter-image

3

The distinction between an ‘AB’ presentation and a ‘BA’ presentation order is arbitrary for Symmetrical
Critical Pairs and Unrelated Pairs, but the label proves useful for the presentation order manipulation
counterbalancing, described below.
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associations were identified as candidates for use as target pairs in later experiments,
whereas Unrelated Pairs with high association scores were excluded from consideration
as unrelated target pairs due to their pre-existing association.
To further address the question of pair asymmetry, young adults (N = 22, Mage =
20.6, SD = 2.5) and older adults (N = 22, Mage = 69.0, SD = 5.6) rated the causal
direction of Critical and Unrelated Pairs on a scale ranging from 1 (effect precedes
cause) to 7 (cause precedes effect), and were asked to assign intermediate numbers to
pairs that could reasonably occur in either order (i.e., a rating of ‘4’ indicates a highly
symmetrical pair). As before, participants judged pairs of images presented side-byside on the computer screen in either the AB or BA presentation orders. Pairs that were
rated with a very low score when presented in one order and a very high score when
presented in the reverse were later deemed to be highly asymmetrical, whereas those
with equivalent scores regardless of presentation order were deemed more symmetrical.
Lastly, participants from both age groups (Younger adults: N = 22, Mage = 20.6,
SD = 2.5; Older adults: N = 22, Mage = 69.0, SD = 5.6) rated the typical amount of time
that would elapse between the two events depicted in the Critical Pairs and the
Unrelated Pairs. Again, image pairs were presented in the AB and BA presentation
order, left to right, on the computer screen. Participants made responses via key press
using a 7-point Likert-type scale. A response of ‘1’ indicated that the event depicted on
the left had no consistent relationship in time with the event depicted on the right, and
responses ranging from ‘2’ (‘weeks / months’) through ‘6’ (‘seconds’) corresponded to
the amount of time that might pass between the two events. A response of ‘7’ indicated
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that the first and second events would be simultaneous. These data are not considered
further in this report, but they are available for future studies investigating the influence
of temporal proximity between events on ordered recall.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RATIONALE
Given the wide array of normative ratings gathered during the stimulus
development phase, experiments that utilize these stimuli can include analyses based
upon the strength of pre-existing causal relations, an image’s inter-item association, or
several other pair and image characteristics. Having established the response
characteristics of this new stimulus set, the next concern was to identify an appropriate
method with which to assess temporal order memory. To this end, several memory
assessment techniques were evaluated using the stimulus set, including a traditional
measure of serial order memory. In one pilot study participants viewed a sequence of 5
to 8 images on a computer screen, one at a time, and were asked to identify the order of
the previously presented images by either verbal report, or by indicating the
presentation order via a worksheet for each trial list. These response worksheets
contained a set of 12 images; 5 to 8 of the images on the sheet had appeared in the
computerized presentation sequence, whereas the remainder of the images on the sheet
were novel, unrelated images, or false lures. Unfortunately, interpretation of these
results was confounded by the methods in which participants reported event
presentation order, as their serial position recall was skewed by failures to recognize a
target event (e.g., a failure to recognize one target event that had occurred earlier in the
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event sequence might shift the designated order of all subsequently recognized events
forward). This measure was abandoned in lieu of an approach that would more
appropriately allow evaluation of order recognition performance for pairs of related or
unrelated images.
The final experimental method developed here was partially inspired by Brady
and Oliva (2008), who presented triplets of images to probe participants’ order
recognition memory after a series of encoding phase exposures. However, rather than
triplets we used pairs of images to test order recognition memory. To briefly outline
this methodology, participants would first view a sequence of images, one at a time, on
the computer screen, some of which shared a pre-existing association, and some of
which did not, and would perform a designated encoding task for each item (e.g., to
determine if the depicted scene primarily occurs indoors or outdoors). In a subsequent
test phase, participants would be presented two target images, side-by-side on the
computer screen, and would be asked to indicate whether the left-to-right spatial order
in which these two images was displayed corresponded to the temporal order in which
they had been presented in the previous sequence. Specifically, participants were
instructed to respond “yes” to any pair of images that was presented that was shown in
the same order as in the previous sequence; they were instructed to respond “no” to any
pair of images that was presented in an order that differed from that in the previous
sequence. Thus this was a measure of temporal order recognition; participants were
asked to respond “no” to any stimuli that may have been presented at some point in the
sequence but that had not been presented in the currently shown order.
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This design was subsequently expanded to also include an additional measure of
item recognition and source memory that was administered after the critical temporal
order recognition measure. In this additional item recognition and source memory task,
participants were shown images, one at a time, and were asked to indicate whether an
image was new (never previously presented in the experiment) or old (had been
presented in an earlier phase of the experiment). Some of these “old” items had been
presented during the original incidental encoding task, whereas others had appeared for
the first time during the order recognition task, and participants were asked to only
report an item as “old” when it had appeared during the original event-encoding phase
(during which they had made indoor/outdoor judgments).
This method allows for the analysis of a number of the questions raised earlier
about memory for ordered information. As previously described, past research has not
yet fully considered how prior causal knowledge interacts with our ability to accurately
recall ordered event sequences, nor how these ordered sequence representations may
acquire a causal association. The unique benefit of this stimulus set is the availability of
Critical Pairs sharing various degrees of pre-existing associations, and Unrelated Pairs
with no meaningful prior associations.
Order recognition performance for Critical Pairs may indicate how pre-existing
semantic or general world knowledge of event order influences later order recognition
performance, in that pairs of events with strong pre-existing cause-and-effect
associations are hypothesized to be recognized with higher accuracy on the order
recognition task. In the case of Unrelated Pairs, memory task performance, as assessed
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by the order recognition measure, will assess an individual’s ability to rapidly establish
new ordered relations between unrelated events. Moreover, by also including a
manipulation of the number of times that participants viewed each image during the
initial incidental encoding phase, we could evaluate how order recognition memory for
events that possessed differing pre-existing causal associations was affected by repeated
exposures. Greater numbers of training phase exposures are predicted to result in better
order recognition accuracy, particularly for those images that share no prior ordered
relation.
Two further experimental manipulations included, first, a manipulation of event
proximity and, second, a manipulation of study-to-test congruency with regards to the
ordering of the items. With respect to event proximity, we wanted to assess order
recognition accuracy for images that occurred either immediately following one another
(directly contiguous in time) or with interposed events. By either inserting an unrelated
image between target pairs, or by presenting a target pair without an intervening image,
we aimed to evaluate the efficacy of temporal order recognition processes when
intervening events do or do not obscure the direct association between an event pair.
Finally, we also included a manipulation of study-to-test congruency such that
target image pairs appeared reliably in one presentation order during initial encoding,
and then were either presented in that same (congruent) order, or in reversed
(incongruent) order, on the test of order recognition. This study-to-test congruency
manipulation was included, in part, to ensure that correct responses on the order
recognition test could not simply be made on the basis of familiarity with the two items
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in the pair, but specifically required accessing temporal order information.
Additionally, the study-to-test congruency match allows us to evaluate order
recognition for highly asymmetrical Critical Pairs, which were hypothesized to be more
often falsely recognized in their logical (pre-experimentally learned) sequence,
regardless of the order in which they were originally presented during the incidental
encoding task. It is expected that these order transposition errors on the order
recognition task will occur with greater frequency for asymmetrical Critical Pairs than
for symmetrical Critical Pairs or Unrelated Pairs, due to a general tendency to rely upon
prior knowledge of event order for well-established causal sequences.
In sum, the following paragraphs outline the major experimental manipulations,
the terms that will be used to describe the relevant independent variables, and the
hypothesized key results expected of each manipulation. These conditions will be
described in greater detail below, as well as the specific manner in which each factor
was evaluated.
•

Pair Type condition: This condition allows assessment of temporal order
recognition accuracy as a function of the pre-existing relation between image
pairs. It is hypothesized that temporal order recognition accuracy will be
higher for Critical Pairs than for Unrelated Pairs. Additional pair types,
described in detail below, will serve as a baseline for order recognition
performance (Novel Pairs) or as a measure of order recognition performance
when the presented stimuli are similar to, but not identical to, the stimuli that
were presented in the initial encoding phase (False Pairs).
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•

Pair Repetition condition: This condition allows evaluation of the effects of
differing numbers of encoding phase exposures on temporal order
recognition performance. It is predicted that image pairs presented multiple
times at encoding will be recognized in the correct order with greater
accuracy than images for which there is only one initial training exposure.

•

Pair Distance condition: This condition evaluates how the inclusion of an
intervening image between two events during encoding affects temporal
order recognition performance. It is hypothesized that Critical Pair accuracy
will be less adversely affected by the presence of an intervening image, due
to the strength of the prior inter-stimulus association, than will Unrelated
Pairs, where an intervening image may interfere with the generation of a
new, ordered association.

•

Pair Order condition: This condition evaluates how study-to-test
congruency in the order of presentation of the stimuli interacts with temporal
order recognition accuracy. It is predicted that Critical and Unrelated Pairs
presented in a maintained order between the encoding and test phase will be
accurately recognized in the order recognition test with greater frequency
than target pairs that appear, at test, in the reversed temporal order from that
in which they were shown at study.

•

Pair Symmetry condition: This condition investigates how prior ordered
relations between Critical Pairs interact with temporal order recognition
performance. It is hypothesized that events in an Asymmetrical Critical Pair
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order will be more often recognized (on the temporal order recognition test)
in the logical cause – effect order, despite an earlier encoding presentation in
which these events appeared in the reversed order, whereas the order
recognition accuracy for Symmetrical Critical Pairs will demonstrate no
tendency to preferentially recognize the images in one ‘logical’ order over
another.
EXPERIMENT 1
Methods Overview
Experiment 1 began with an incidental encoding task, in which participants
viewed a sequence of images and judged whether each depicted event typically occurs
indoors or outdoors. The number of repetitions of the presented encoding sequence also
was manipulated: Some participants saw each image only once, whereas others saw two
or three repetitions of pre-determined sequences. Participants were not informed that
their memory for the order of the presented events would be probed. Next, in the
subsequent order recognition task, participants were presented a series of image pairs,
side-by-side, on a computer screen, and were asked to judge whether the order of the
pair, from left-to-right, matched the temporal order in which images appeared during
the previous task. Finally, participants in two of the repetition conditions (those who
saw the encoding sequences once or two times) also performed a yes / no item
recognition task on single images from the encoding and order tasks, as well as
additional novel, unseen images. Participants indicated if the events had appeared
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during the indoor / outdoor encoding task. After each temporal order or item
recognition judgment, participants rated their confidence in their response.

Participants
Seventy-two young adult undergraduates were recruited for Experiment 1 (Mage
= 19.5 years, SD = 2.0; 42 females, 30 females). Participants reported an average of
13.9 years of formal education. All participants were native English speakers (or
learned English before the age of 6), and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Participants were recruited via posted flyers, announcements, and web postings, and
were compensated with course credit or a small monetary compensation.

Methods and Procedure
Incidental Encoding Task
After obtaining informed consent and gathering demographic data, participants
were given instructions for the initial incidental encoding phase. They were advised to
report by key press whether each image depicts an event that typically occurs indoors or
outdoors. If they were unable to decide, they were asked to make their judgment based
on intuition or their best estimate. Stimuli were presented on a 19-in. (48-cm.) color
monitor, centered, using E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., 2002, Pittsburg,
PA). Each image appeared on the computer screen for 2.75 seconds, followed by a .25
second fixation trial.
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Participants were presented the encoding sequence once, twice, or three times
(N = 24 in each condition). Items were presented in a different order for each
participant. Each participant’s unique base set of 208 images included 52 Critical Pairs
sharing a pre-existing association (104 images), 26 novel, Unrelated Pairs that shared
no significant prior association4 (52 images), and 52 additional unpaired images,
pseudo-randomly distributed within trial lists to discourage extraneous inter-item
associations. Critical and Unrelated Pairs maintained the same ordered relationship
across all presentations, that is, during the encoding phase, these pairs appeared in the
same temporal order with respect to one another, although not within the entire
presentation list. They also appeared with the same number of intervening images upon
each occurrence. For the conditions that involved two or three encoding presentations,
the Critical and Unrelated Pairs were randomized within the trial lists (but not with
respect to their ordering within the pair) such that there was no systematic or readily
detectable pattern for the overall encoding list across the repeated presentations. For
example, if a particular Critical Pair was to appear twice throughout the encoding phase,
the preceding and succeeding images for that pair would vary between presentations.
All 208 images appeared with equal frequency in the multiple-repetition conditions.
The temporal distance between image presentations was manipulated within the
encoding task to determine the impact of temporal distance on order and item
recognition accuracy. This pair distance manipulation involved varying the number of

4

Unrelated pairs were selected using normative ratings of pair association, causal direction, and visual
similarity. In each case, these pairs had been rated with a 3 or less for each pair attribute on a 7-point
scale.
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intervening items appearing between Critical and Unrelated Pairs during encoding. A
total of 26 Critical Pairs and 13 Unrelated Pairs (half of all target pairs presented)
appeared in immediately temporally adjacent positions (i.e., a ‘0-distance pair’), and the
remaining 26 Critical Pairs and 13 Unrelated Pairs were separated by one intervening
image (i.e., a ‘1-distance pair’)5 (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Incidental encoding task design, indicating examples of Pair Type
conditions (Critical, Unrelated Pairs), Pair Symmetry (Symmetrical,
Asymmetrical) and Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance).
5

The distance condition counterbalancing ensured that pairs from all other experimental conditions
appeared with equal frequency as a 0- or 1-distance pair. To these ends, target pairs were assorted into
‘counterbalance templates’ with 16 open positions, or one for each individual event image. Each of these
templates was assigned three 0-distance pairs (for a total of 6 positions), three 1-distance pairs (for a total
of 6 positions) and four independent images (4 positions). Ten unique templates were selected to
represent a range of possible variations in template format given the constraints, and were roughly
orthogonal in terms of pair arrangement and the placement of unassociated images. Each participant
viewed a total of 13, 26, or 39 unique template sequences to achieve the 208, 416, or 624 image
presentations required for the encoding phase for the three repetition conditions respectively. By
systematically varying the template order and their constituent images, each participant views a unique
encoding phase list with no unintended, yet systematic, repetitions of non-target pairs.
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To prepare for order manipulations during the upcoming recognition judgment
task, half of the Critical and Unrelated Pairs (26 of 52 and 13 of 26, respectively) were
presented in one pre-determined order (Image A →Image B, or an ‘AB’ pair), whereas
the remaining half were consistently presented in the reversed order (Image B →Image
A, or a ‘BA’ pair). Again, under conditions in which pairs were repeated multiple times

during encoding, each pair maintained the same temporal order throughout the trials6.
This distinction is particularly relevant with respect to Critical Pairs that depict a
strongly causal sequence of events, as order recognition for these pairs was
hypothesized to be sensitive to changes in presentation order between the encoding
phase versus the test phase.

Order Recognition Task
After completing the incidental encoding, all 72 participants were provided with
the order recognition task instructions. Participants viewed 117 test pairs, side-by-side
on the computer screen, and identified whether the image on the left of the screen was
presented before the image on the right of the screen during the preceding task. They
were reminded that the images may not have appeared directly one after another, and
may instead have been separated by intervening images. They also were advised that

6

AB and BA pairs were randomly assorted into the distance templates described above. Given that each
16-image template contained three 0-distance and three 1-distance pairs, these six pairs were also
assigned a predetermined AB or BA encoding phase order. Therefore, each participant viewed some
combination of 0-distance AB, 0-distance BA, 1-distance AB, and 1-distance BA pairs, with equal
representations for each category across all test phase trials.
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some images would appear here for the first time. Only under conditions in which both
images had appeared previously, and in that temporal order, were they instructed to
indicate in the affirmative; when the images were reversed, or when a new image
appeared, they were advised to reject that pair order as incorrect. After each ‘yes / no’
order recognition judgment, participants were asked to rate their confidence in their
response on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (‘guessing’) to 7 (‘certain’). No time
limits were imposed on participants during the test phase task.
Two key variables were manipulated within the order recognition task. These
include a performance comparison between pairs that do or do not share a pre-existing
association (pair type condition), and the effect of reversing the order of two events
between initial encoding and subsequent order recognition testing (pair order
condition) (see figure 5).
During the original encoding phase, half of the target Critical and Unrelated
Pairs had been consistently presented in an ‘AB’ order, whereas the remaining half had
been presented in the reverse ‘BA’ order. During the order recognition task, these pairs
were presented either in the originally trained order (e.g., BA at study, BA at test), or in
the reverse order (e.g., AB at study, BA at test)7. Each of the four levels of the order
condition manipulation was represented by 13 image pairs (i.e., AB – AB; BA – BA;
AB – BA; BA – AB).
7

Unrelated items were also presented consistently in either the AB or BA order across the study
phase, but the events in each pair nonetheless share no extant ordered relationship. One set was
assigned arbitrarily to an AB presentation order, and the remaining set was assigned to a BA
presentation order. This is also true of “symmetrical” Critical Pairs that do not share a meaningful
ordered relation, as either image can logically precede the other. This issue will be considered further
when considering the impact of pair symmetry.
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Figure 5. Order recognition task design, indicating manipulations of Pair Type
(Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel Pairs), and encoding – test phase presentation
order (Maintained, Reversed).

Item Recognition Task
Those young adult participants in the 1-repetition and 2-repetition conditions (N
= 48, Mage = 19.9, SD = 2.5) also completed a yes / no item recognition task after
completing the order recognition task. Participants were asked to indicate whether each
of 104 individually presented images had been previously presented during the original
indoor / outdoor encoding task. Of these 104 images, 26 had appeared as part of a
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Critical Pair in the encoding phase. Only one image from a Critical Pair could serve in
this phase as a Critical Image. An additional 52 of the 104 images were comprised of
the 26 False Pairs from the order recognition task; 26 of these images were presented
during the original encoding task (False Pair images seen at encoding; hereafter: False
at Encoding), and 26 images had only been presented during the order recognition task
(False Pair images seen at test; hereafter: False at Test). Finally, 26 Novel Images were
included that had not yet appeared in any previous tasks. In sum, one half of all the
item recognition test images had indeed appeared during the encoding phase (Critical
and False at Encoding) and half had not (Novel and False at Test).
After completion of the test phase(s), participants were debriefed and
compensated.

EXPERIMENT I RESULTS
Order Recognition Task
Pair Type Condition
The mean temporal order recognition scores for the four pair types (Critical,
Unrelated, False, and Novel) are shown in Figure 6, separately for each of the three
repetition conditions (pairs presented once, twice, or thrice at encoding). We first
examined the effects of repetition condition. As can be seen from Figure 6,
performance varied substantially as a function of the four pair type conditions, but order
recognition performance was roughly equivalent for the two multiple repetition
conditions (items presented two or three times) though numerically higher for the
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multiple than for the single presentation conditions for the critical, false, and novel
pairs, but not for the unrelated pairs. A preliminary 3 (Repetition number [1-, 2-, or 3Reps) x 4 (Pair type [Critical, Unrelated, False, and Novel]) repeated measures
ANOVA, with follow-up comparisons, revealed no significant order recognition
accuracy differences between Critical, Novel, or False Pairs as a function of the number
of encoding phase repetitions (see Table 1 for complete summary data by condition, and
see Appendix C for a complete list of all statistical test results and effect size
calculations for Experiments 1 and 2). However, there was a difference as a function of
repetition condition for the Unrelated Pairs, and also a significant repetition x pair type
interaction (see Appendix C). Unexpectedly, order recognition accuracy for Unrelated
Pairs was greatest in the 1-repetition encoding phase condition (MRep-1 = .57, SD Rep-1=
.09), whereas Unrelated Pairs were identified at levels indicating guessing in the 2- and
3-repetition conditions (M Rep-2 = .53, SD Rep-2 = .11; M Rep-3 = .50, SD Rep-3 = .08)8. Onesample t-tests against a .50 (guessing) criterion level indicated that participants showed
above-chance levels of temporal order recognition for the unrelated pairs only following
a single encoding exposure, t(23) = 4.1, p <.001) 9 but not after two or three exposures.

8

One helpful reviewer suggested that this effect may be linked to the interference generated when
images appeared several times throughout the encoding phase. Some participants may have judged the
order of Unrelated Pairs by only considering temporally-proximal events (as instructed), but others may
have based their judgments upon more temporally-distant instances that those directly manipulated in
this study. For example, in the 2-repetition condition an Unrelated Pair (AB) would appear twice in the
same order, but participants may have judged this pair order with a much larger temporal ‘window’
than as directed, thereby believing that the last image of the first pair presentation (B) preceded the
first image of the second pair presentation (A). Future experiments of this nature will require more
stringent experimental controls to address this concern.
9

An additional 7 participants were originally recruited to pilot this experimental design under the 1repetition condition (Mage = 19.3, SD = 1.3). When these 7 participants are added to the 24 reported in
the main experiment, their proportional accuracy scores were still found to be comparable (M = .56, SD
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Figure 6. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores by Pair Type and
Encoding Phase Repetitions.
Table 1. Proportional mean accuracy for Pair Types by encoding phase repetitions
YOUNG ADULTS
Critical

Unrelated

False

Novel

Repetitions

N

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

1-Rep

24

0.73*

0.09

0.57*

0.09

0.88*

0.12

0.92*

0.16

2-Reps

24

0.79*

0.09

0.53

0.11

0.92*

0.08

0.97*

0.05

3-Reps

24

0.78*

0.11

0.50

0.08

0.93*

0.14

0.97*

0.06

TOTAL
Mean confidence rating1

72
72

0.76*
5.49

0.10
0.79

0.54*
3.65

0.10
0.96

0.91*
5.58

0.12
1.41

0.96*
5.77

0.11
1.44

Proportional mean accuracy scores for the four Pair Types by number of encoding phase repetitions
* Significant at p value < .005 one-sample t-test against a .50 criterion value, indicative of chance.
1

On a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = "guessing", 7 = "certain")

= .09), suggesting that there is indeed some benefit to performance based on one encoding phase
exposure. This effect will be considered in more detail below.
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We next examined effects of pair type, combining results across the three
repetition levels. This analysis revealed a significant difference in overall accuracy
between the four pair types10, F(2.4, 169.411) = 271.7, p < .001. As expected, temporal
order recognition accuracy for the Critical Pairs was higher than for Unrelated Pairs (M
= .76, SD = .10, and M = .54, SD = .09, respectively), and a subsequent dependent
samples t-test revealed this difference to be significant, t(71) = 13.3, p < .001. While
this difference is partially driven by poorer order recognition accuracy for the Unrelated
Pairs, combining across the repetition manipulation, temporal order recognition
accuracy for the Unrelated Pairs was nevertheless significantly above the 50% mark
expected for chance-level responding, t(71) = 3.2, p < .005. Participants reported
significantly lower confidence in their temporal order judgments for Unrelated Pairs (M
= 3.65, SD = .96) than for Critical Pairs (M = 5.49, SD = .79), t(71) = 20.5, p < .001.
Order recognition accuracy for Novel Pairs (M = .96. SD = .11) and False Pairs
(M = .91, SD = .12) suggests that these pairs were generally quite easy to reject as not
having previously appeared during the encoding phase (thus warranting a “no” response
for the temporal order recognition decision). Order recognition performance for both
False Pairs (FP) and Novel Pairs (NP) was significantly greater than for Critical Pairs

10

The accuracy measure used here considers the proportion of correct identifications of a repeated
ordered pair sequence, or correct rejections of pair sequences that had not been previously presented,
depending on the pair type (Critical, Unrelated, False or Novel). For critical and unrelated pairs, half of
the order test trials should have garnered a “yes” response, whereas the other half should be rejected
as incorrect due to the order reversal manipulation. For false and novel pairs, a correct response would
be to reject the pair as previously unseen. In an overall comparison between the four pair types, these
accuracy measures represent somewhat different decision processes, but for subsequent comparisons
between Critical and Unrelated Pairs this measure is equivalent.
11
Data for this and all subsequent analyses were checked for sphericity, and when required were
corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment.
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(CP): FP > CP, t(71) = 10.9, p < .001; NP > CP, t(71) = 13.1, p < .001. Participants
additionally indicated high levels of confidence for False and Novel Pair order
judgments, suggesting that the introduction of at least one previously unseen image
provided a strong cue that the order shown was incorrect (False Pair confidence, M =
5.6, SD = 1.4; Novel Pairs, M = 5.8, SD = 1.4). A significant difference in order
recognition performance was also found between these False and Novel Pairs, t(71) =
3.77, p < .001, perhaps indicating that introducing one unseen image (False Pair) was a
somewhat less helpful rejection cue than when both images were unseen (Novel Pair).
These pair conditions will later be considered in contrast with older adults’ performance
on these tasks.

Encoding – Test Phase Order Manipulation
Figure 7 presents the means for the order recognition judgment separately as a
function of the encoding-to-test order manipulation (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB)
and repetition number (1, 2, or 3 repetitions). As can be seen from Figure 7,
performance was generally more accurate for pairs presented in a maintained order
across encoding and test phases (i.e., ABAB and BABA pairs) than for those that were
presented in a reversed order (i.e., ABBA and BAAB pairs). Moreover, this figure
again suggests that the number of encoding phase exposures had relatively little impact
on temporal order recognition performance.
To evaluate the influence of multiple encoding phase exposures on the
encoding-to-test order manipulation, a 3 (Repetition number [1-, 2-, or 3-Reps]) x 4
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(Order Condition [ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB]) mixed factor ANOVA was
performed; this analysis showed no significant performance benefit based on encoding
repetitions, F < 1.0. Combining across repetition levels, a significant main effect of the
four study-test pair orders was observed, F(2.0, 145.5) = 15.0, p < .00112, MABAB = .76,
SDABAB = .14; MBABA = .73, SD BABA = .17; MABBA = .65, SD ABBA= .14; MBAAB = .62,
SDBAAB = .14 (see Table 2).

Figure 7. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores by Encoding-to-Test
Order Manipulation and Repetition Condition.

12

Adjusted Greenhouse-Geisser value to account for violations of the sphericity assumption.
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Results of a series of pair-wise dependent samples t-tests indicated that the
study-to-test pair effect was driven by significantly higher accuracy for pairs presented
in a maintained order across tasks (ABAB and BABA pairs) than for pairs that were
reversed (ABBA and BAAB pairs); ABAB > ABBA, t(71) = 4.2, p < .001; ABAB >
BAAB, t(71) = 6.1, p < .001; BABA > BAAB, t(71) = 4.0, p < .001; BABA > ABBA,
t(71) = 2.7, p = .01. Dependent samples t-tests revealed no significant temporal order
recognition accuracy differences between maintained order pairs (ABAB, BABA), t(71)
= 1.8, p = .08, nor between reversed order pairs (ABBA,BAAB) pairs, t(71) = 1.8, p =
.08.
With regard to the pair type manipulation, particularly the content of the image
pairs, it was expected that the study-to-test order manipulation would invoke differential
effects for the Critical and Unrelated Pair conditions. Figure 8 illustrates the mean
temporal order recognition accuracy scores by pair type (Critical, Unrelated) at each
level of the order manipulation (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB), combining across
encoding phase repetitions. As indicated by Figure 8, Critical Pair order recognition
performance was maintained at a relatively high level, despite changes in pair order
between encoding and test phases. In contrast, Unrelated Pair order recognition
judgments appear to be particularly sensitive to the study-to-test order manipulations.
A 2 (Pair Type [Critical and Unrelated ONLY) X 4 (Order Condition [ABAB,
BABA, ABBA, BAAB]) repeated measures ANOVA on proportional order recognition
accuracy scores resulted in a significant interaction effect, F(2.2, 156.6) = 13.1, p < .001
(see Table 3). This order condition x pair type interaction adds further perspective to
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the observation of significantly lower overall order recognition accuracy for Unrelated
Pairs than Critical Pairs. First, follow-up focused comparisons showed that Critical Pair
order recognition accuracy was significantly higher in the ABAB order than in either
the BABA or BAAB order, t(71) = 2.4, p < .02 and t(71) = 4.0, p < .001, respectively,
with an additional trend towards significance against the ABBA pairs, t(71) = 1.9, p =
.06. Furthermore, the gradual decline in accuracy across the order conditions for
Critical Pairs is in marked contrast to the pattern observed for the Unrelated Pairs.
Participants showed a clear and marked performance benefit for Unrelated Pairs that
maintained their presentation order between encoding and test phases (ABAB and
BABA) compared to the changed (ABBA and BAAB) conditions.

Figure 8. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores for Critical and
Unrelated Pairs by Encoding–to-Test Order Manipulation.
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Since the initial “AB” versus “BA” labeling system for Unrelated Pairs is
arbitrary, given that novel pairs share no intrinsic logical order or pre-existing
association, these pair data were combined across order conditions. A dependentsamples t-test on Unrelated Pairs presented in a maintained order (ABAB, BAAB) or a
reversed order (ABBA, BAAB) between encoding and test revealed a significant
proportional accuracy difference, t(71) = 5.4, p < .001. Compared to a .50 criterion
level representing chance-level responding, Maintained Order Unrelated Pair accuracy
(M = .66, SD = .20) was at levels significantly greater than those expected by chance,
t(71) = 6.4, p < .001, whereas Reversed Order Unrelated Pair accuracy (M = .41, SD =
.20) was significantly below the 50% mark expected when participants are relying on
guessing, t(71) = -3.3, p <.005. Confidence ratings, although generally low for all
Unrelated Pairs, indicated significantly higher confidence for Maintained Order
Unrelated Pair judgments (M = 3.73, SD = 1.03) than for Reversed Order Unrelated Pair
judgments (M = 3.58, SD = .97), t(71) = 2.4, p < .05.

Distance Manipulation
The effects of the distance manipulation (no intervening items versus one
intervening item) on temporal order recognition accuracy for the Critical and Unrelated
Pairs are displayed in Figure 9, separately for the 3 repetition conditions. As indicated
by Figure 9, no systematic differences were found in relation to the number of encoding
phase repetitions, but pair distance did clearly impact overall temporal order recognition
performance. An initial 2 (Pair distance [0-distance, 1-distance]) x 3 (Repetition
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number [1-, 2-, or 3-Reps]) mixed-factor ANOVA revealed no significant interaction
between number of encoding phase exposures and the pair distance manipulation (see
Table 4). Combining across repetition levels, a dependent-samples t-test comparing
temporal order recognition accuracy for pairs presented in immediately temporally
adjacent positions (0-distance pairs, M = .71, SD = .08) at encoding versus pairs
presented with an intervening image (1-distance pairs, M = .67, SD = .08) revealed
significantly higher accuracy for 0-distance pairs than for 1-distance pairs, t(71) = 4.8, p
< .001.

Figure 9. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores by Pair Distance
Condition and Repetition Condition.
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Pair distance was manipulated only for Critical and Unrelated Pairs. As
indicated in Figure 10, Critical Pair order recognition declined when an item intervened
between target images during encoding, whereas performance was equivalent for
Unrelated Pairs regardless of the presence of an intervening event. To examine the
effects of pair distance as a function of pair type, a 2 (Pair type [Critical and Unrelated
Pairs ONLY]) x 2 (Pair distance [0-dist, 1-dist]) repeated measures ANOVA comparing
absolute order recognition accuracy differences for these conditions was performed, and
revealed a significant interaction effect, F(1,71) = 17.4, p < .001. A dependent samples
t-test revealed that this significant interaction was driven primarily by greater absolute
accuracy for Critical 0-distance pairs than for Critical 1-distance pairs, t(71) = 6.4, p <
.001, Ms = .80 and .72; SD = .11 and .11, respectively. Unrelated Pair order
recognition, however, did not differ significantly based upon pair distance, t < 1.2, p =
.25. The 0-distance Unrelated Pairs were identified at levels not reliably exceeding
those that might be attained through simply guessing, t(71) = 1.7, p = .09 against a .50
chance-level responding criteria level, whereas 1-distance Unrelated Pair performance
was significantly greater than that expected by chance, t(71) = 3.2, p < .005.
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Figure 10. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores for Critical and
Unrelated Pairs by Pair Distance Condition.

Symmetry Manipulation
In the Critical Pair condition, pre-existing relations between events were
hypothesized to influence temporal order recognition accuracy. To establish a measure
of pair symmetry, this analysis utilized the causal direction ratings gathered during early
stimulus development. As described above (see Stimulus Materials) 22 young adult
undergraduates (Mage = 20.6, SD = 2.5) had provided estimates of the causal order for
all Critical Pairs on a 7-point Likert-type scale, where 1 indicated “effects precede
causes” and 7 indicated “causes precede effects.” To identify the most strongly causally
ordered Asymmetrical Pairs, and the most reversible Symmetrical Pairs, causal
association ratings for Critical Pairs presented in the BA order were subtracted from
those for AB order. In this manner, highly ordered pairs presented in the AB format
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garnered a high causal estimate, whereas the same pair presented in the reversed BA
format was rated as much less causal. Causal difference scores approaching 7 indicate a
strongly ordered pair; scores approaching 0 indicate highly reversible pairs.
Since original estimates suggested that Asymmetrical Pairs outnumbered
Symmetrical Pairs by a 3:1 ratio (see Appendix A), a set of 40 representative pairs was
selected based upon their extreme causal direction ratings to represent highly
asymmetrical and highly symmetrical event pairs for this analysis. Twenty Critical
Pairs with causal difference scores ranging from 1.4 to − 1.4 were selected as
Symmetrical Pairs, whereas twenty Critical Pairs with difference scores of 3.2 or greater
were identified as Asymmetrical Pairs (see Figure 2 in Stimulus Materials for
examples). Each symmetry pair set represented 720 of the 3744 total Critical Pair test
trials between all 72 participants, or just fewer than 20% of those presented to each
participant.
The average temporal order recognition scores for Symmetrical and
Asymmetrical pairs are shown in Figure 11, separately for each of the three repetition
conditions. To evaluate the influence of multiple encoding phase repetitions on order
recognition for Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Pairs, a 3 (Repetition number [1-, 2-, 3Reps]) x 2 (Pair symmetry [Symmetrical, Asymmetrical]) mixed factor ANOVA was
conducted on the order recognition accuracy scores. Unlike earlier analyses that
combined across the different pair conditions and that included all items, these analyses
focused on (selected) Critical Pair performance alone revealed a significant main effect
of study phase exposures, F(2, 46) = 4.83, p < .02, with higher accuracy observed for
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selected Critical Pairs in the 2- and 3-repetition conditions. As such, a significant linear
effect was observed across repetition conditions, F(1,23) = 5.36, p < .05.
A series of dependent samples t-tests comparing selected Symmetrical and
Asymmetrical Pairs at each encoding phase repetition level revealed no significant
performance differences, largest t(24) = 1.93, p = .25, and no significant difference was
found between symmetry pairs when combining across all repetition levels, t(71) = .38,
p = .71, Asymmetrical Pair M = .79, SD = .21, Symmetrical Pair M = .79, SD = .23 (See
Table 5).

Figure 11. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores for Symmetrical
and Asymmetrical Pairs by Encoding Phase Repetitions.
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A more telling analysis of these Symmetrical and Asymmetrical Pairs considers
how the study-to-test order manipulations between the encoding phase and the temporal
order recognition test influence overall accuracy. As illustrated in Figure 12, order
recognition means for both symmetry pair types were equivalent when the pairs
maintained the same order between encoding and test phases. However, Asymmetrical
Pairs appeared to be more sensitive to study-to-test order reversals.
A 2 (Pair symmetry [Symmetrical, Asymmetrical]) x 2 (Order condition
[Maintained, Reversed]) repeated measures ANOVA found no significant interaction
between presentation order and pair symmetry, F (1,71) = 0.80, p = .37. Accuracy was
equivalent for Maintained Asymmetrical (M = .79, SD = .21) and Symmetrical Pairs (M
= .79, SD = .23), and appeared to diverge for Reversed Asymmetrical (M = .71, SD =
.26) versus Symmetrical Pairs (M = .75, SD = .21), although dependent samples t-tests
revealed that this difference was not significant, t(71) = 1.2, p = .22.

Figure 12. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores for Symmetrical
and Asymmetrical Pairs by Combined Encoding-to-Test Order Manipulations.
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A more complete investigation of the impact of order reversals on Asymmetrical
Pairs can be pursued by evaluating order recognition accuracy between the four order
manipulation conditions (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB). Figure 13 depicts the order
recognition means for symmetry pairs by order condition, and these data suggest greater
difficulty in judging the order of Asymmetrical Pairs when they were presented in the
effect – cause order (BA) at encoding, but in the logical cause – effect (AB) order at
test. To determine how specific study-to-test order changes impacted order recognition
accuracy, a 2 (Symmetry pair [Symmetrical, Asymmetrical] x 4 (Order condition
[ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB]) repeated measures ANOVA was performed, and
found no significant main effects or interactions between variables. A series of
dependent-samples t-tests revealed no significant difference between symmetry pairs
within each of the four possible order manipulation conditions. Despite the apparent
difference between symmetrical and asymmetrical pairs in the BAAB order
manipulation condition, no significant difference was observed, t(71) = 1.23, p = .22.
Analysis of confidence ratings provided for each order recognition judgment (see Table
5) suggest that participants were similarly confident in their decisions for both
Symmetrical and Asymmetrical pairs, with no overall significant difference in
confidence levels between symmetry pair conditions, t(71) = -.13, p =.90.
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Figure 13. Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores for Symmetrical
and Asymmetrical Pairs by Encoding-to-Test Order Manipulations.

Item Recognition Task
Following the temporal order recognition task, participants in the 1- and 2repetitition encoding phase conditions performed an item recognition task on a subset of
104 new and repeated images from the encoding and order recognition test phases. Of
the tested images, 52 images had appeared during the original encoding phase (Critical
Images and False at Encoding Images), 26 of these images appeared as part of a False
Pair during the subsequent order recognition task (False at Test Images), and the
remaining 26 were novel presentations. The mean item recognition scores for the four
image types (False at Encoding, False at Test, Critical, Novel) are shown in Figure 14,
separately for each of the two repetition conditions (pairs presented once or twice at
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encoding). As can be seen from Figure 14, multiple encoding phase exposures to the
images facilitated item recognition performance for Critical, False at Encoding, and
False at Test images, but had little impact on the rejection of Novel images as having
never been seen.
A 2 (Repetition number [1-, 2-Reps]) x 4 (Item task image type [False at
Encoding, False at Test, Critical, Novel]) mixed factor ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of encoding phase repetitions, F(1,23) = 16.76, p < .001, due to greater
levels of accuracy in the 2-rep condition, M = .88, SD = .06, than in the 1-rep condition,
M = .79, SD = .09 (see Figure 14). This analysis also revealed a significant main effect
of image type, F(1.99, 45.69) = 20.48, p < .00113, and a significant interaction effect
between encoding phase repetitions and image type, F(1.82, 41.96) = 4.14, p < .01. As
suggested by the condition means (see Table 6), independent-samples t-tests indicated
that this interaction was driven by significant repetition-related accuracy gains for False
at Encoding, False at Test, and Critical Images, t(23)’s > 2.75, p <.01, but no significant
accuracy difference as a function of one versus two encoding repetitions for Novel
images, t < 1.

13

Adjusted Greenhouse-Geisser value to account for violations of the sphericity assumption.
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Table 6. Proportional mean accuracy scores by Image Type
YOUNG ADULTS
False at
Encoding

False at
Test

Critical

Novel

Repetitions

N

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

1-Rep

24

0.74

0.15

0.82

0.15

0.88

0.11

0.71

0.13

2-Reps

24

0.90

0.10

0.92

0.07

0.95

0.07

0.74

0.16

TOTAL

48

0.82

0.15

0.87

0.13

0.92

0.10

0.73

0.15

Mean confidence rating1

48

5.50

1.07

6.10

0.76

6.35

0.65

5.64

0.89

1

on a 7-point Likert-type scale (1 = "guessing", 7 = “certain”)

Figure 14. Proportional Item Recognition Accuracy Scores for Image Types by
Encoding Phase Repetitions.
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Figure 14 further indicates that recognition performance for Critical Images was
consistently higher than that observed for False at Encoding Images, despite the fact
that both had appeared with equal frequency during the incidental encoding task. A
dependent samples t-test comparing performance between Critical and False at
Encoding Images found significant differences under the 1-repetition condition, t(24) =
2.47, p < .025, the 2-repetition condition, t(24) = 2.53, p < .025, and when combining
across repetition exposures, t(48) = 3.37, p < .005.
Direct comparisons between other Image types must be undertaken with caution,
as the underlying processes motivating each judgment are somewhat different.
Accuracy for Critical and False at Encoding Images reflects the proportion of correct
“yes” responses, indicating that an item was indeed presented during encoding, whereas
accuracy for False at Test and Novel Images reflects the proportion of correct “no”
responses. While a dependent samples t-test revealed that participants were
significantly more accurate in their rejections of False at Test images than for Novel
Images, t(47) = 4.11, p < .005, these False at Test Images do not assess participants’
skill at item recognition as such, but instead require accurate identification of the
original source of that image’s first appearance. This concern will be considered further
when comparing these data with that of our older adult participants.
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DISCUSSION
These results provide support for many of the hypotheses stated in the
Introduction, but mixed results for others. As expected, Critical Pairs of thematicallyand causally-related events were accurately recognized in the correct presentation order
on the temporal order recognition task more frequently than were Unrelated Pairs of
events, suggesting that a pre-existing association between images may improve
recognition of ordered relations. It is not yet clear whether this enhancement is the
result of facilitated encoding processes, improved access to prior learned associations,
or differences in response biases at test.
One telling finding is the superior accuracy scores for Critical Pairs that were
originally presented in the logical AB order, and were later re-presented at test in the
same sequence. Accuracy for these Critical ABAB Pairs exceeded that for Critical
Pairs presented in the BABA, BAAB, and to a lesser extent, ABBA orders. This may
reflect facilitated access to temporally-ordered event representations based upon preexisting inter-stimulus relations, particularly when events appear in their logical causal
order. Indeed, there was a preponderance of Critical Pairs that shared an asymmetrical
inter-stimulus association, which outnumbered symmetrical pairs by an approximate 3:1
ratio. Unfortunately, none of the subsequent analyses uncovered any meaningful pair
symmetry effects, despite the selection of 20 highly ordered and 20 highly reversible
pairs to represent the extremes of the stimulus set. While this experiment offers no
strong support for the hypothesis that highly causal asymmetric associations
differentially influence temporal order recognition performance in young adults (that is,
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over and above the effects of pre-existing associations in general) these data will also be
contrasted with the performance of older adults on this task, to evaluate possible agerelated performance changes.
Significant (above chance) overall levels of temporal order recognition accuracy
for pairs sharing no pre-existing relations before encoding phase exposures suggests
that participants were able to rapidly establish novel, ordered associations between
unrelated events under the incidental encoding conditions adopted here. Moreover,
results indicated that participants were significantly more likely to correctly identify the
order of Unrelated Pairs when those pairs were presented in a maintained order between
study and test, but performed with an overall accuracy of 41% for reversed order pairs.
Since the correct answer when presented with a reversed order pair should be ‘no’, this
outcome is driven by incorrect ‘yes’ recognition responses for Unrelated Pairs that had
appeared, but not in that sequence. This result may indicate a tendency to judge the
order as correct based solely upon successful item recognition for both events, yet not
the particular order in which they appeared. It is unlikely, however, that this difference
is a mere byproduct of a tendency to make more ‘yes’ responses than ‘no’ responses, as
the absolute magnitude of overall temporal order recognition accuracy was greater for
Maintained Order Unrelated Pairs (M = .66, SD = .21), than for Reversed Order Pairs
(M = .42, SD = .22). Furthermore, participants’ significantly higher confidence ratings
for Maintained Order Unrelated Pairs suggests that they were able to, on some level,
appropriately monitor the success of their order retrieval operations.
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Unexpectedly, overall accuracy for Unrelated Pairs was greatest when
participants were provided only a single study phase encoding trial, rather than 2 or 3
encoding opportunities. This effect remained consistent despite the inclusion of results
from 7 additional participants who performed a pilot version of the 1-repetition order
recognition task. This result may point to the rapid formation of an inter-stimulus
association after a brief, incidental exposure, but may also point to unexpectedly poor
performance for Unrelated Pairs in the 2- and 3-repetition encoding phase conditions
(perhaps due to greater interference). Future experiments and replications using this
data set are required to evaluate this phenomenon in more detail.
These repetition-related accuracy differences for Unrelated Pairs are in contrast
to the other pair conditions; no significant differences as a function of number of
encoding phase presentations were found for the Critical, False, and Novel Pairs. In the
latter two cases, it is likely that recognizing that one or both of the two images
presented at test had not been seen in the previous incidental encoding task acted as a
strong cue to reject that order pair, regardless of the number of training exposures. In
the case of Critical Pairs, it is possible that the known relationship between a pair of
related images provided a stable contextual framework for later identification of
temporal order details.
Given the overall lack of encoding phase repetition effects on Critical Pairs, it is
tempting to conclude that prior exposures to similar depictions of common events may
trump the modest number of repetitions included in this manipulation. Nonetheless, it
is important to note that the stimulus materials adopted here are themselves novel and
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never-before experienced, so that the specific images themselves have only ever
appeared in the experimental context, and also are “novel” –– at the level of itemspecific details –– to the participants upon first exposure. Second, while analysis of all
Critical Pairs suggested no repetition-related differences, significant repetition-related
accuracy gains for Critical Pairs were observed in the analysis of the 40 selected
symmetry pairs (i.e., those 20 pairs that were most clearly asymmetric and those 20
pairs that were most clearly symmetric). It is still unclear if this result is related to the
highly symmetrical or asymmetrical nature of these selected pairs that makes them more
recognizable with multiple repetitions, or if this finding is a mere artifact of selecting
pairs that happened to be somewhat less representative of overall performance.
In further consideration of the temporal order recognition accuracy results for
the False and Novel Pair types, it appears that participants were sometimes lured into
falsely recognizing item pairs that contained one old and one new item. However, the
finding of significantly lower recognition accuracy for False than for Novel Pairs may
reflect the relative ease in rejecting Novel Pairs as previously unseen; for Novel Pairs,
there are two images, both of which have not yet appeared in the experimental session,
to provide a clue that this pair was never presented. Nonetheless, the finding that
participants were more likely to report that they had seen the False Pairs is notable, as
they are accepting both that the two items are familiar, and that the order in which they
appear at test is correct (that is, corresponds to the order in which they were presented
during encoding). Performance for these False Pair trials will be considered later in
contrast with data collected from older adult participants in Experiment 2.
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For the pair distance manipulation, half of the trial pairs were presented during
encoding in an immediately temporally adjacent order, whereas the remainder were
presented with an intervening image. This manipulation had a significant impact on
Critical Pair performance: Related pairs of events presented without an intervening
image were recognized in the correct order more frequently than when the sequence
was interrupted. In contrast, this advantage for “0-distance” presentations was not
found for Unrelated Pairs, which were surprisingly recognized in the correct order more
frequently when one image intervened than when there were no images between the
novel pairing. This performance benefit for 1-distance Unrelated Pairs was observed at
each level of the repetition manipulation. Of additional interest is the observation that
pair distance did not significantly interact with accuracy for Unrelated Pairs. In fact, the
condition means suggest that performance for both distance pair types tended to decline
with more encoding phase exposures. Speculatively, this might be attributed to
attentional effects at encoding: Whereas all of the stimuli were novel on the first
presentation, participants may have become less attentive to the stimuli on their second,
and third presentations, leading to more temporal order confusions. Alternatively, the
decrements in temporal order recognition as a function of more encoding may reflect a
build-up of interference from the multiple intervening item presentations, and perhaps
particularly so given the within-session, back-to-back presentations of the stimuli.
Future efforts might explore the effects of an interposed delay between study phase
repetitions.
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Finally, results from the item recognition task (that was given only to
participants in the once and twice encoding repetition conditions) suggest that
participants were more accurate in their item recognition judgments when given two
encoding phase exposures rather than one. This effect was not observed for Novel
Images, which had not yet appeared in any prior task. Of note is the significantly
greater item recognition accuracy for Critical Images than for False at Encoding
Images, as both had been presented with equal frequency during the encoding phase.
This difference may be attributed to a stronger tendency to recognize Critical Images
that reliably appeared in context with another related image, whereas False at Encoding
images originally appeared alone (that is, “un-paired”) without any meaningful interstimulus associations. Data from the False at Test image trials point to significant
failures by these young adults when attempting to monitor the source of their image
memory, since these images had appeared only during the second task, and not in the
indoor/outdoor incidental encoding task. Participants were able to correctly reject these
images in 87% of all trials.
Regrettably, the item recognition task lacked a comparison condition against
which Novel Image performance could be evaluated. Future item recognition tasks
should also test item recognition on a selection of images taken from Unrelated Pairs,
given that they were presented during encoding, yet each image shared no meaningful
association with the other, or with any other image in the set. Both Unrelated Pair
images from the encoding phase and Novel images introduced during the item
recognition test had not appeared in the context of another associated image, unlike
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False at Encoding, False at Test, and Critical Pairs. By directly comparing item
recognition performance between individual Critical and Unrelated Pair Images, both of
which were presented at encoding, this task could better address whether images that
are accompanied by a thematically or conceptually-related image are recognized with
greater accuracy than those that appeared in isolation. Nevertheless, these overall
findings will be considered in greater detail for age-related performance comparisons in
Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 2
Rationale and Predictions
Results from Experiment 1 were largely encouraging, and generally suggested
that this stimulus set and related design were appropriately addressing the hypotheses of
interest. To address the primary goal of identifying age-related changes in order and
item memory for stimuli that do or do not share pre-existing temporally ordered
relations, a second experiment was conducted on 60 – 80 year old participants. These
Older Adult participants were asked to perform the same task as the Young Adults in
Experiment 1, but with the expectation that performance would differ between our
participant groups for several key variables. The following paragraphs outline the
hypothesized age-related differences for each of six experimental comparisons,
including pair type, pair repetition, pair distance, pair order, pair symmetry, and item
recognition.
•

Pair Type condition: This comparison evaluates performance differences
based upon the pre-existing relation between image pairs. As with the
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Young Adults, it is hypothesized that Older Adults will demonstrate higher
temporal order recognition accuracy for Critical Pairs than for Unrelated
Pairs. Additionally, however, significant age-related differences are
predicted such that, relative to Younger Adults, Older Adults may be less
capable at rapidly forming a new ordered association between Unrelated
Pairs. Furthermore, Older Adults are predicted to be less able to
successfully reject False Pairs as incorrect, due to a tendency to rely on
generalized knowledge of a pre-existing association, despite having only
seen one of the images.
•

Pair Repetition condition: In contrast to the younger adults, who were
exposed to the ordered sequences of target stimuli at encoding 1, 2, or 3
times, all older adults were shown the images twice. This repetition level
was selected for older adults because it was expected to strike an appropriate
balance between sufficient encoding phase stimulus exposures and overall
accuracy, and would allow for age-related performance comparisons based
upon equivalent levels of overall performance between age groups, and upon
equal numbers of encoding phase repetitions. As such, the order recognition
accuracy of Older Adults will be compared to that of Young Adults under
both matched encoding repetition conditions (i.e., where both Older and
Younger adults experienced 2 repetitions) and under conditions where Older
adults had two encoding opportunities but Younger adults had only 1
repetition. It was expected that Older Adults would require more study
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phase exposures to achieve performance levels relative to Young Adults.
Moreover, direct comparisons between the various repetition conditions
would be used to identify the conditions in which performance between the
two groups was most closely equated.
•

Pair Distance condition: This comparison evaluates how the inclusion of an
intervening image attenuates temporal order recognition performance for
both Critical and Unrelated Pairs. As before, it is hypothesized that 0distance pairs will be identified correctly more often than 1-distance pairs on
the temporal order recognition task. In addition, it was expected that Older
Adults would show lower accuracy for 1-distance Unrelated Pairs relative to
their Young Adult counterparts.

•

Pair Order condition: This comparison evaluates how manipulations of the
presentation order between the encoding and test phases influence the levels
of temporal order recognition accuracy observed. It is again predicted that
Critical and Unrelated Pairs presented in a maintained order across the
encoding and order recognition test phases will be accurately identified with
greater frequency than will target pairs that appear in the reversed order
between tasks. Furthermore, it was expected that Older Adults would be
more likely than their Younger Adult counterparts to transpose the order of
Critical Pairs to match the logical order in which events typically appear,
leading to lower levels of temporal order recognition accuracy. This effect
should be particularly apparent in the BAAB and BABA study-test
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presentation order conditions, as in both of these conditions participants
must correctly recognize that the pair was originally presented in the
‘illogical’ order.
•

Pair Symmetry condition: This comparison investigates how prior (preexperimentally established) ordered relations between Critical Pairs affects
temporal order recognition performance. Despite the lack of significant
differences observed between selected highly asymmetric versus highly
symmetric Critical Pairs in the Young Adult sample, it is hypothesized that a
symmetry effect may be apparent in Older Adults, due to either greater
reliance on preexisting semantic relations and/or to stronger extant order
representations for asymmetrical event pairs. This is hypothesized to result
in a significant interaction between pair symmetry and the order in which
pairs appear in the encoding and test phases, such that asymmetrical pairs
will be recognized in the logical AB order more frequently than symmetrical
pairs, regardless of the order in which they actually occurred during the
encoding phase (see Pair Order predictions, above).

•

Item Recognition task: This probe of individual item recognition evaluates
the ability of participants to identify the source of an image’s original
presentation, during either the incidental encoding phase, and/or the order
recognition test phase, or its novelty, with participants asked to designate as
“old” (or to respond “yes” to) only those items that were presented during
the initial indoor/outdoor encoding task. It is expected that Older Adults
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will be relatively less accurate than are Young Adults in correctly
identifying previously presented Critical and False at Encoding images, and
less accurate in rejecting False at Test Images as having been presented only
during the subsequent temporal order recognition task. These predictions are
motivated by extensive research suggesting that Older Adults are less able to
accurately monitor the source of a memory (Johnson, Hashtroudi, &
Lindsay, 1993; Mitchell & Johnson, 2009), particularly under conditions in
which one is familiar with the content (e.g. Jacoby & Rhodes, 2006).

Methods
The experimental procedure and design were largely identical to those used in
Experiment 1, but with only a single level of the repetition manipulation and with the
inclusion of two pre-experiment participant screening measures, described below. The
study began with an incidental encoding task wherein Older Adult participants judged
whether a sequence of images, displayed one at a time on the computer screen, typically
occurs indoors or outdoors. Each image was presented twice during the encoding
phase. Next, participants were given the temporal order recognition task. In this task,
they were presented a series of image pairs14, side-by-side, on a computer screen, and
were asked to judge whether the spatial order of the pair, from left-to-right, matched the

14

Unrelated Pairs selected for Experiment 1 were also used in the second experiment. Older adult
normative data, described earlier, was used to select these image pairs before they were used in the first
experiment, and as such these pairs are suitable for both age groups. Whenever possible, older adult
normative data was consulted to ensure that there were no age-related differences between the key
normative ratings for selected image pairs.
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temporal order in which images appeared during the previous task. Finally, all Older
Adult participants performed an item recognition task on single images from the
encoding and order task, as well as novel, unseen images. Participants indicated if the
events had appeared first during the indoor / outdoor encoding task. After each order or
item recognition judgment, participants rated their confidence in their response. To
conclude the experimental session, participants were all debriefed and compensated for
their participation.

Participants
Twenty-four older adult participants, aged 60 – 80 years, were recruited for
Experiment 2 (Mage = 68.7 years, SD = 6.6; 14 females, 10 males). Participants
reported an average of 18.3 years of formal education. All participants were native
English speakers (or learned English before the age of 6), and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. Older adults were given both a Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975), and the Brief Symptom Inventory
(Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983) prior to participation, and all of our participants met
inclusion criteria (MMSE scores > 24 [M = 29.19, SD = 1.09]; BSI depression subscale
scores < 11 [M = 2.63, SD = 3.32]). Additionally, all older adult participants reported
no history of medical conditions that may have impaired their task performance (for
complete screening criteria, see Appendix B). Participants were recruited through the
senior learning and alumni associations of local universities. Participants were
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compensated with a small monetary compensation of $15.00 for an experimental
session lasting around 90 minutes.

EXPERIMENT 2 RESULTS
Order Recognition Task
Pair Type Condition
The mean temporal order recognition scores for the four pair types (Critical,
Unrelated, False, and Novel) are shown in Figure 15. As can be seen from the figure,
there were substantial differences in overall order recognition accuracy for the different
pair types. A repeated measures ANOVA on older adults’ proportional order
recognition accuracy scores revealed a significant effect of pair type15, F(2.0, 45.916) =
147.48, p < .001 (see Appendix C for complete statistical analysis summaries).
As with our young adult sample, older adults showed higher temporal order
recognition accuracy for Critical Pairs (M = .65, SD = .10) than for Unrelated Pairs (M
= .51, SD = .09) (see Table 7 in Performance Comparisons across the Older and
Younger Age Groups, below, for complete summary data by condition). A dependent
samples t-test revealed this difference to be significant, t(23) = 4.80, p < .001, but this
result is largely the result of overall performance levels for Unrelated Pairs that
indicated guessing. Subsequent one-sample t-tests comparing Unrelated Pair

15

As in Experiment 1, an accurate response for Critical and Unrelated Pairs involved correctly identifying
a pair sequence, whereas an accurate response for False and Novel pairs would be to reject them as
unseen. Therefore, direct comparisons between the conditions must be undertaken with a note of caution,
as performance measures represent somewhat different decision processes.
16
Adjusted Greenhouse-Geisser value to account for violations of the sphericity assumption.
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performance against a criterion value of .50 found that accuracy for the Unrelated Pairs
did not exceed chance levels, t(23) = .50, p = .62, but significantly above-chance
accuracy for Critical Pairs, t(23) = 7.74, p < .001. As expected, participants reported
significantly lower confidence in their temporal order recognition judgments of
Unrelated Pairs (M = 4.00, SD = 1.21) than for Critical Pairs (M = 5.15, SD = 1.04),
t(23) = 7.38, p < .001.

Figure 15. Older Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores by
Pair Type.

Participants demonstrated high levels of order recognition accuracy for Novel
(M = .94. SD = .10) and False Pairs (M = .91, SD = .07), and these order recognition
scores were accompanied by high levels of confidence (False Pairs, M = 5.73, SD =
1.35; Novel Pairs, M = 5.92, SD = 1.24). Dependent-samples t-tests found recognition
accuracy for Critical Pairs to be significantly poorer than for False Pairs, t(23) = 13.15,
p < .001, and Novel Pairs, t(23) = 12. 94, p < .001, although note that this analysis
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compares accurate order identifications with accurate pair rejections. The difference
between False and Novel Pairs was non-significant, t(23) = - 1.79, p = .09, unlike the
results for this comparison in younger adults in Experiment 1.

Encoding-to-Test Phase Order Manipulation
Figure 16 presents the average temporal order recognition accuracy for each of
the four encoding-to-test phase order manipulations (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) as
a function of pair type (Critical, Unrelated). As with the young adults, the results are
suggestive of a benefit for pairs that maintained their presentation order across tasks.
Furthermore, Figure 16 indicates somewhat more accurate temporal order recognition
for Critical Pairs at each level of the encoding-to-test order manipulation than for
Unrelated Pairs, where accuracy scores suggest chance-level responding in all
categories.

Figure 16. Older Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores by
Encoding-to-Test Phase Order Manipulations and Pair Type.
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A repeated measures ANOVA on proportional order recognition accuracy
scores for the four pair order conditions (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, & BAAB) revealed no
significant difference between the four study-test pair orders, F(1.7, 39.617) = 1.91, p =
.17, MABAB = .65, SDABAB = .16; MBABA = .64, SD BABA = .16; MABBA = .56, SD ABBA= .17;
MBAAB = .56, SDBAAB = .20 (see Table 8 in Performance Comparisons across the Older
and Younger Age Groups, below, for group means by experimental condition). Followup dependent-samples t-tests found no significant differences between any of the four
presentation orders; the greatest difference was found between ABAB and ABBA pairs,
t(23) = 1.60, p = .12. This lack of significance was not necessarily a product of poorer
temporal order recognition accuracy for Unrelated than for Critical Pairs, as no
significant differences were found within Critical and Unrelated Pairs for each of the
four order conditions, nor was there a significant interaction between pair type and
study-to-test order, F(3, 69) = 0.66, p = .58 (see Table 9 in Performance Comparisons
across the Older and Younger Age Groups, below). One-sample t-tests comparing each
pair / order combination against a guessing criterion of .50 did reveal significantly
above-chance accuracy for Critical Pairs presented in all four orders, smallest t(23) =
2.25, p < .05, whereas order recognition for the Unrelated Pairs never exceeded chance
levels, largest t(23) = 0.58. Nonetheless, the pattern of results indicated by Figure 16
for Unrelated Pairs suggests that participants were making judgments of temporal order
based upon simple (item) recognition of both images, in that maintained and reversed
order pairs were judged as being in the correct order at relatively equal magnitudes. In
17

Adjusted Greenhouse-Geisser value to account for violations of the sphericity assumption.
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the case of ABBA and BAAB Unrelated Pairs, this tendency leads to accuracy levels
that tend to be lower than 50%.
A dependent-samples t-test was performed to determine whether collapsing
between Maintained (ABAB, BABA) and Reversed (ABBA, BAAB) presentation
orders would indicate some degree of difference, but again the result was nonsignificant, t(23) = 1.60, p = .12. To account for the influence of pair type on this
analysis, a 2 (Order Manipulation [Maintained, Reversed]) x 2 (Pair Type [Critical,
Unrelated]) repeated measures ANOVA found no significant interaction between these
variables, F(1,23) = 0.02, although Critical Pairs in both orders were found by onesample, .50 criterion level t-tests to be recognized at above-chance levels, smallest t(23)
= 2.87, p < .01, whereas accuracy for both Unrelated Pair order manipulations again
indicated guessing, largest t(23) = 1.26, p = .22. Dependent-samples t-tests found no
significant difference between Maintained and Reversed Unrelated Pairs, t(23) = 1.13, p
= .27, and Maintained and Reversed Critical Pairs, t(23) = 1.75, p = .09, although this
latter result approaches significance.

Distance Manipulation
Figure 17 depicts average temporal order recognition accuracy for the distance
manipulation (pairs with versus without an intervening image) as a function of pair type
(Critical, Unrelated). As indicated by this figure, Critical Pair performance was
significantly more accurate when both images appeared at encoding in direct temporal
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proximity than when one image intervened. In contrast, Unrelated Pairs performance
suggested no differences as a function of pair distance.
A dependent-samples t-test revealed significantly higher temporal order
accuracy scores for 0-distance pairs (M = .64, SD = .06) than for 1-distance pairs (M =
.57, SD = .09), t(23) = 3.86, p = .001 (see Table 10 in Performance Comparisons across
the Older and Younger Age Groups, below). A subsequent 2 (Pair Type [Critical,
Unrelated]) x 2 (Pair Distance [0-dist, 1-dist]) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a
significant interaction effect between conditions, F(1, 23) = 11.27, p < .005.
Dependent-samples t-tests revealed that, as with the young adult sample, 0-distance
Critical Pair temporal order recognition was significantly better than for 1-distance
Critical Pairs, t(23) = 4.51, p < . 001. In contrast, Unrelated Pair performance did not
differ based upon pair distance at encoding, t(23) = - 1.4, p < .18. In a one-sample t-test
against a .50 criterion level, Critical Pairs were correctly recognized on the order
recognition test more often than expected by guessing, 0-dist. Critical Pairs: t(23) =
8.94, p < .001; 1-dist. Critical Pairs: t(23) = 3.89, p = .001, whereas both Unrelated Pair
distance manipulations produced accuracy levels indicating guessing, 0-dist. Unrelated
Pairs: t(23) = - 0.56, p = .58; 1-dist. Unrelated Pairs: t(23) = 1.19, p = .25. Combined,
these analyses suggest that the Pair Type x Pair Distance interaction is a result of
performance detriments for Critical Pairs that are separated in time during encoding, but
that intervening items have little influence on Unrelated Pair order recognition.
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Figure 17. Older Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores by
Pair Type and Pair Distance.

Symmetry Manipulation
As in Experiment 1, twenty highly Symmetrical and twenty highly Asymmetrical
Critical Pairs were selected to determine the influence of a pre-existing ordered
association between images on temporal order recognition performance. Causal
association ratings obtained from older adult participants during early stimulus
development (N = 22, Mage = 69.0, SD = 5.6) were used to ensure that these pairs were
appropriate for analyses of older adult performance. Although in some cases pairs were
ranked as slightly more versus less strongly causally ordered across the two age groups,
older and younger adult causal ratings were nonetheless in accord such that the
asymmetrical and symmetrical pairs were identical for both groups.
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The average temporal order recognition accuracy scores for these selected
symmetry pairs are displayed in Figure 18 as a function of the encoding-to-test phase
order manipulation (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB). Examination of Figure 18
suggests that there were equivalent levels of temporal order recognition accuracy for
pairs that maintained their presentation order, regardless of the symmetry of their
content. Notably, Figure 18 further indicates clear differences between the ABBA
Symmetrical versus Asymmetrical pairs, with performance for Asymmetrical ABBA
Pairs that indicates chance-level responding.
An initial dependent-samples t-test found no significant overall accuracy
differences between Symmetrical (M = .67, SD = .13) and Asymmetrical pairs (M = .63,
SD = .15), t(23) = 1.25, p = .22. To evaluate whether encoding-to-test phase order
manipulations would interact with pair symmetry, a 2 (Pair Symmetry [Symmetrical,
Asymmetrical]) x 4 (Order Manipulation [ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB]) repeated
measures ANOVA was conducted, and revealed a marginally-significant interaction
between conditions, F(3,69) = 2.58, p = .06. Dependent-samples t-tests suggest that this
effect stems from a lack of significant differences between Symmetrical and
Asymmetrical pair temporal order recognition accuracy in the ABAB, BABA, and
BAAB presentation orders, largest t(23) = - 1.24, p = .23, but significantly greater levels
of accuracy for Symmetrical ABBA pairs than for Asymmetrical ABBA pairs, t(23) =
2..50, p = .02. A 2 (Pair Symmetry [Symmetrical, Asymmetrical]) x 2 (Pair Order
[Maintained, Reversed]) repeated measures ANOVA sought to determine if this effect
would be more apparent when collapsing across related order manipulation conditions,
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but no significant interaction between conditions was observed, F(1,23) = 0.68, p = .42,
and no overall differences were found between Maintained and Reversed Symmetrical
pairs, t(23) = - 0.19, or Asymmetrical pairs, t(23) = 1.05.

Figure 18. Older Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy Scores for
Selected Symmetry Pairs as a Function of Encoding-to-Test Phase Presentation
Order.

Item Recognition Task
Figure 19 provides the average item recognition accuracy scores for each of the
four image types (False at Encoding, False at Test, Critical, Novel). As can be seen
from Figure 19, Critical Image item recognition was substantially higher than for False
at Encoding Images, though both of these image types had appeared with equal
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frequency at encoding. Critical Images were also recognized more accurately than were
False at Test and Novel Images.
A repeated measures ANOVA comparing item recognition accuracy for the four
stimulus types [False at Encoding, False at Test, Critical, Novel]) revealed a marginal
main effect of image type, F(1.3,30.9) = 3.62, p = .055). Mean accuracy scores for
each condition (see Table 11 in Performance Comparisons across the Older and
Younger Age Groups, below) were compared by way of dependent-samples t-tests.
These analyses indicated significantly greater item recognition accuracy for Critical
Images than for False at Encoding images, t(23) = 4.82, p < .001, despite the fact that
both had appeared equally often during encoding. Critical Images were also correctly
recognized significantly more frequently than were False at Test Images, t(23) = 2.11, p
< .05, and Novel Images, t(23) = 2.40, p < .05. No significant performance differences
were observed between False at Encoding and False at Test Images, t(23) = - .71, False
at Test and Novel Images, t(23) = 1.03, or False at Encoding and Novel Images, t(23) =
1.13. As before, direct comparisons between image categories should be undertaken
with a note of caution, given that responses to Critical and False at Encoding Images
may rely upon a different set of memory mechanisms than responses to False at Test
and Novel Images. Full consideration of these findings will be pursued later in the
context of age-related performance comparisons.
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Figure 19. Older Adults’ Proportional Item Recognition Accuracy Scores by
Image Type.

YOUNGER AND OLDER AGE GROUP PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
Order Recognition Task
Overall accuracy
To establish a basis for comparison between the older and younger adult age
groups, an initial analysis compared temporal order recognition accuracy scores across
all pair types between Older Adults (OA), who viewed each image twice during
incidental encoding, and each of the three Young Adult (YA) repetition conditions (see
Appendix C for complete statistical analysis summaries). Independent samples t-tests
revealed significantly lower temporal order accuracy scores for our OA sample than for
YA in the 1-repetition condition, t(46) = 2.16, p = .05, the 2-repetition condition, t(46) =
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4.45, p < .001, and the 3-repetition condition, t(46) = 3.30, p < .005. Given this pattern
of greater inter-group differences with increased encoding phase repetitions, the
following comparative analyses will directly compare OA data with YA data matched
for encoding phase exposures (matched-repetitions comparison: 2-rep YA / 2-rep OA),
and for approximately matched levels of performance (matched-performance
comparison: 1-rep YA / 2-rep OA).

Pair Type Condition
Figure 20 displays matched-performance temporal order recognition accuracy
means for each pair type (Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel) for the older and younger
adult groups. As can be seen from Figure 20, the two age groups showed higher, and
relatively similar, order recognition accuracy levels for False and Novel Pairs, but
significantly less accurate order recognition for both Critical and Unrelated Pairs. To
compare OA and YA data under matched-performance conditions, a 2 (Age / Repetition
[1-rep YA, 2-rep OA) x 4 (Pair Type [Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel] mixed factor
ANOVA was conducted (see Table 7 for complete means by experimental condition).
This revealed a significant Age x Pair Type interaction, F(3, 69) = 3.39, p < .05.
Independent-samples t-tests on the matched-performance data revealed significantly
lower Critical Pair temporal order recognition accuracy by Older Adults than Young
Adults, t(46) = 2.74, p < .01, as well as significant age-related declines in order
recognition for the Unrelated Pairs, t(46) = 2.45, p < .02. No age-related differences
were identified for False Pairs, t(46) = - 0.96, or for Novel Pairs, t(46) = - 0.44.
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Figure 20. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores for Matched Performance comparison by Pair Type.

Figure 21 provides matched-repetition temporal order recognition accuracy
means for each pair type (Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel), and indicates largely
equivalent performance across age on Unrelated and False Pairs, but more accurate
order recognition for both Critical and Novel Pairs by repetition-matched Young Adult
participants.
To compare OA and YA data under matched-repetition conditions, a 2 (Age /
Repetition [2-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 4 (Pair Type [Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel])
mixed factor ANOVA was conducted. This analysis again showed a significant Age x
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Pair Type interaction, F(2.1, 48.718) = 6.24, p < .005 (see Table 7). Independent
samples t-tests comparing OA and YA data within pair types suggests that this
interaction is a product of significantly lower order recognition accuracy by OA
participants for Critical Pairs, t(46) = 5.28, p < .001, and Novel Pairs, t(46) = 2.19, p <
.05, despite performance levels on Unrelated and False Pairs that were equivalent
between age groups. Indeed, OA and YA Unrelated Pair performance did not differ
significantly, t(46) = 0.77, nor did OA and YA False Pair performance, t(46) = 0.72.

Figure 21. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores for Matched Repetitions comparison by Pair Type.

Encoding-to-Test Phase Order Manipulation

18

Adjusted Greenhouse-Geisser value to account for violations of the sphericity assumption.
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Figure 22 presents the means for the matched-performance order recognition
accuracy comparison, separately as a function of the order manipulation (ABAB,
BABA, ABBA, BAAB), and pair type (Critical, Unrelated). From the figure it can be
seen that both Older and Younger Adults performed at equivalent levels of accuracy for
Critical Pairs temporal order judgments, with the exception of the ABBA order
condition, wherein Young Adults exhibited more accurate order recognition scores.
Overall, both age groups identified the temporal order of Critical Pairs with reasonable
levels of accuracy, but their performance for Unrelated Pairs was substantially lower.
Of particular interest is the relatively higher accuracy of Young Adults for maintained
order Unrelated Pairs (ABAB, BABA), an indication that Younger Adults were more
successful at extracting order information from newly paired events, but only under
conditions in which the events appeared in a consistent order at encoding and retrieval.
Analysis of the OA and YA data under matched-performance repetition
conditions, using a 2 (Age / Repetition [1-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 4 (Study-Test Order
[ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB]) mixed factor ANOVA, found no significant Age x
Order interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.15 (see Table 8 for mean accuracy by condition).
Separate independent–samples t-tests comparing between the matched-performance age
groups found no significant order recognition accuracy differences for BABA, ABBA,
and BAAB pairs, largest t(46) = 1.75, but a marginally significant advantage for Young
Adults compared with Older Adults in the ABAB pair condition, t(46) = 1.99, p = .05.
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Figure 22. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores for Matched Performance comparison by Study – Test Order Condition
and Pair Type.

To incorporate Pair Type into this analysis of matched-performance groups, a 2
(Pair Type [Critical, Unrelated]) x 4 (Order Manipulation [ABAB, BABA, ABBA,
BAAB]) x 2 (Age / Repetition [1-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) mixed factor ANOVA revealed a
significant interaction between the three variables, F(2.2, 51.119) = 4.80, p < .005. As
illustrated in Figure 22, this effect may be driven by relatively comparable performance
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across the two age groups for Critical Pairs in each order configuration, but with a
markedly different pattern between age groups for Unrelated Pairs.
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Older and Younger Adult Critical Pair accuracy differed only for ABBA pairs,
as revealed by independent-samples t-tests, t(46) = - 2.81, p = .01, but the pattern of
results for Unrelated Pairs suggests that Older Adults were generally less able to
correctly identify the order of ABAB and BABA pairs than their younger adult
counterparts: ABAB pairs, t(46) = - 2.75, p < .01; BABA pairs, t(46) = - 2.22, p < .05.
Both age groups, however, were equally adept at recognizing the order of ABBA and
BAAB Unrelated Pairs, t(46) = 0.67 and 0.18, respectively. These findings point to a
selective benefit for Young Adults when recalling the order of unrelated event
sequences, but only when the order in which those events are presented is held constant
between initial encoding and test encounters. Of further note is the fact that this
performance difference is observed when Young Adults had only a single stimulus pair
exposure with which to establish this novel, ordered association.
To pursue this interaction in more detail, matched-performance age group
accuracy was compared within the two combined order conditions: maintained (ABAB,
BABA) and reversed (ABBA, BAAB) order pairs. A 2 (Age / Repetition [1-rep YA, 2rep OA]) x 2 [Order Manipulation [Maintained, Reversed]) mixed factor ANOVA
revealed no significant interaction effect, F(1, 23) = 0.03. However, later independentsamples t-tests revealed a significant difference between YA and OA performance for
maintained order pairs, t(46) = 2.05, p < .05, with no difference between these groups
for reversed order pairs, t(46) = 1.47, p = .15.
In light of the earlier interaction between pair type and the four study–test order
manipulations, an additional 2 (Pair Type [Critical, Unrelated]) x 2 (Age / Repetition
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[1-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 2 [Order Manipulation [Maintained, Reversed]) mixed factor
ANOVA again revealed a significant 3-way interaction for matched-performance age
groups, F(1, 23) = 8.12, p < .01 (see Table 9 for mean order recognition accuracy by
condition). As indicated by independent-samples t-tests, Young Adults displayed a
clear advantage over Older Adults for order judgments of maintained-order Unrelated
Pairs, t(46) = 2.76, p < .01, but both age groups performed at comparable levels for
Unrelated Pairs whose order was reversed between study and test, t(46) = - 0.48. This
analysis also revealed a significant difference between matched-performance age groups
for Critical Pair order recognition: independent-samples t-tests revealed significantly
lower accuracy for Older than Young Adults when Critical Pair order was reversed
between study and test, t(46) = 2.36, p < .03, but no such difference when Critical Pair
order was maintained, t(46) = .99.
Figure 23 presents the means for the matched-repetition temporal order
recognition accuracy comparison, separately as a function of the order manipulation
(ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB), and pair type (Critical, Unrelated). In contrast to the
matched-performance comparison, these data illustrated in Figure 23 point to
substantially more accurate Young Adult order recognition accuracy for Critical Pairs
across each of the four order manipulations. Most striking, however, is the lack of
significant differences between Younger and Older Adults for Unrelated Pairs; at each
level of the order manipulation both age groups performed with statistically comparable
levels of performance.
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To analyze OA and YA data under matched encoding phase repetition
conditions, an initial 2 (Age / Repetition [2-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 4 (Study-Test Order
[ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB]) mixed factor ANOVA was performed. This analysis
revealed no Age x Order interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.01 (see Table 9 for mean order
recognition accuracy by condition). Independent-samples t-tests revealed significantly
greater YA accuracy for ABAB order pairs, t(46) = 2.53, p < .02, ABBA order pairs,
t(46) = 2.15, p < .05, and BAAB order pairs, t(46) = 2.13, p < .05, but marginally
significant differences were observed between matched-encoding age groups for BABA
order pairs, t(46) = 1.86, p = .07.

Figure 23. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores for Matched Repetition Comparison by Encoding-to-Test Phase Order
Manipulation and Pair Type.
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As before, this analysis was extended to account for the interaction between pair
type, order manipulation, and age group, but a 2 (Pair Type [Critical, Unrelated]) x 2
(Age / Repetition [2-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 2 [Order Manipulation [ABAB, BABA,
ABBA, BAAB]) mixed factor ANOVA failed to reveal an interaction between these
variables, F(1.9, 44.4) = 1.8020. Independent-samples t-tests found generally higher
levels of Critical Pair performance by Young Adults for all four presentation orders, and
generally equivalent levels of accuracy between age groups for Unrelated Pairs in all
four configurations.
To determine if combining across order conditions would uncover a similar
interaction as in the matched-performance condition, a 2 (Pair Type [Critical,
Unrelated]) x 2 (Age / Repetition [2-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 2 [Order Manipulation
[Maintained, Reversed]) mixed factor ANOVA was conducted, but showed no
significant interaction between variables, F(1, 23) = 2.73. As with the four individual
order conditions, significant age-related accuracy declines were observed for both
maintained and reversed Critical Pairs, but performance for Unrelated Pairs was
equivalent for matched-repetition age groups, irrespective of presentation order.

Distance Manipulation
Figure 24 presents average temporal order recognition accuracy as a product of
the number of intervening items between a pair (0-distance, 1-distance), for both the
matched-performance and matched-repetition age-group comparisons. As can be seen
20

Adjusted Greenhouse-Geisser value to account for violations of the sphericity assumption.
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from Figure 24, both Older and Younger Adults’ order recognition accuracy was
substantially impacted by the presence of an intervening image between a target pair at
encoding, and this effect did not appear to interact with age.
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Separate mixed factor ANOVAs revealed no significant interactions between
matched-repetition age groups (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA) and pair distance conditions (0distance, 1-distance), F(1, 23) = 0.40, p = .53, nor between matched-performance age
groups (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA) and pair distance (0-distance, 1-distance), F(1, 23) = 0.12
(see Table 10 for complete means by condition). A subsequent 2 (Pair Type [Critical,
Unrelated]) x 2 (Pair Distance [0-dist, 1-dist]) x 2 (Age / Repetitions) mixed factor
ANOVA found no interaction between Pair Type, Pair Distance, and either Age /
Repetition group: matched-performance (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA), F(1, 23) = 2.46;
matched-repetition (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA), F(1,23) = 0.92. As expected given the
overall differences between OA and YA performance on Critical and Unrelated Pairs
(the only pairs for which the distance manipulation applied), independent samples ttests revealed greater YA accuracy for Critical Pairs at both distance and repetition
levels, but no differences in YA and OA accuracy for Unrelated Pairs, regardless of
their distance or number of encoding phase exposures (see Appendix C for statistical
analysis summary data).
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Figure 24. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores by Pair Distance.

Symmetry Manipulation
The average order recognition scores for the selected subset of Symmetrical and
Asymmetrical pairs are shown in Figure 25, separately for each age-group comparison.
As indicated in Figure 25, matched-performance Older and Younger Adult order
recognition was comparable for both symmetry pair types. However, matchedrepetition group comparisons yielded substantially greater accuracy by Young Adults
for both symmetrical and asymmetrical pairs, although no interactions between age and
symmetry were apparent.
A 2 (Age / Repetition [1-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 2 (Symmetry Pair [Symmetrical,
Asymmetrical]) mixed factor ANOVA was first performed on matched-performance
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age groups to investigate the impact of pre-existing ordered associations between
Critical Pairs, but no significant interaction was observed, F(1, 23) = 0.08 (see Table 11
for complete recognition accuracy means by condition). Independent-samples t-tests
revealed no significant accuracy differences between performance matched Older and
Younger adults for either Symmetrical Pairs, t(46) = 1.28, or Asymmetrical Pairs, t(46)
= 0.75. Later ANOVAs found no higher-order interactions between matchedperformance groups, pair symmetry, and either of the order manipulation conditions,
and independent-samples t-tests between age groups showed no significant differences
for any of the pair symmetry / pair order conditions.

Figure 25. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores by Symmetry Condition.
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To compare performance between matched-repetition age groups, a 2 (Age /
Repetition [2-rep YA, 2-rep OA]) x 2 (Symmetry Pair [Symmetrical, Asymmetrical])
mixed factor ANOVA was performed, but showed no significant interaction effect, F(1,
23) = 0.48. Independent-samples t-tests revealed that Young Adults’ order recognition
accuracy scores were significantly higher than Older Adults for both Symmetrical Pairs,
t(46) = 3.58, p = .001, and Asymmetrical Pairs, t(46) = 3.82, p < .001.
Despite a lack of significant differences in the overall symmetry pair
comparisons, these data did demonstrate a clear symmetry effect in the context of the
encoding-to-test phase order manipulation. As illustrated in Figure 26, when both age
groups were matched by encoding phase repetitions, younger adults were significantly
more able to accurately identify the order of Asymmetrical Pairs than were older adults,
but this difference, though still apparent, was less pronounced for Symmetrical Pairs.
Mixed factor ANOVAs showed no higher-order interactions between matchedrepetition groups, pair symmetry, and the reversed versus maintained order
manipulation conditions, but independent-samples t-tests comparing matched-repetition
age groups on maintained or reversed order symmetry pairs revealed greater accuracy
for Young Adults for Asymmetrical Pairs than by their Older Adult counterparts. For
maintained and reversed order pairs, YA order recognition accuracy was significantly
greater than OA accuracy for Maintained Asymmetrical Pairs, t(46) = 3.04, p < .005,
and for Reversed Asymmetrical Pairs, t(46) = 2.80, p < .01, but age differences were
non-significant for Maintained Symmetrical Pairs, t(46) = 1.51, p = .14, and for
Reversed Symmetrical Pairs, t(46) = 1.84, p = .07. Separate independent-samples t-test
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for each individual study-to-test order condition (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) and
symmetry condition (See Appendix C) revealed significantly higher temporal order
recognition performance in the matched-repetition comparison for young adults for
Asymmetrical ABAB pairs, t(46) = - 2.49, p < .05, Asymmetrical ABBA pairs, t(46) = 2.90, p < .01, and BAAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 2.00, p = .05. Younger adults
performed at equivalent levels of accuracy for BAAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 0.72 , p = .54.

Figure 26. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Order Recognition Accuracy
Scores by Symmetry Condition and Encoding – Test Phase Order Manipulation.

Item Recognition Task
Figure 27 indicates proportional item recognition scores as a function of image
type (Critical, False at Encoding, False at Test, and Novel) and age group or repetition
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condition. As depicted in Figure 27, when younger adults were provided only a single
encoding phase exposure to the stimuli, their item recognition performance was
comparable to that of older adults, but younger adults outperformed older adults when
both age groups were given two encoding phase exposures. Repetition-matched young
adults were significantly more accurate in correctly identifying Critical and False at
Encoding Images as having originally appeared during the first encoding task.
Additionally, young adults were more accurate at correctly rejecting False at Test
Images as having not appeared during the encoding task. The two repetition-matched
age groups performed with similar accuracy for Novel, unseen images.
Independent samples t-tests were employed to directly compare proportional
item recognition accuracy scores for each of the four Image Types for the matchedperformance and matched-repetition age groups. With regard to comparisons of
matched-performance age groups, no significant item recognition differences were
found between Young Adults in the 1-repetition encoding phase condition and Older
Adults in the 2-repetition condition, largest t(46) = .67.
When comparing the two age groups under equivalent study-phase image
exposures, it was found that 2-repetition YA item recognition accuracy was
significantly greater than that for 2-repetition OA performance. In particular, under
equivalent training exposures, young adults were significantly more accurate at
identifying Critical Images, t(46) = 2.54, p < .02, and False at Encoding images, t(46) =
3.37, p < .005, and were better able to reject False at Test images as not having
appeared during the initial incidental encoding task, t(46) = 4.56, p < .001.
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Performance for the two repetition-matched age groups on Novel Images, however, was
statistically indistinguishable, t(46) = 0.00.
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Figure 27. Older and Younger Adults’ Proportional Item Recognition Accuracy
Scores by Image Type

DISCUSSION
Overview
Combined, these results suggest a clear pattern of process-specific, age-related
memory declines with respect to temporal order recognition memory. To briefly
summarize the key performance differences observed: The matched-performance and
matched-repetition comparisons suggest that older adults may require more encoding
phase exposures to achieve a level of temporal order recognition accuracy comparable
to that of younger adults. In addition, under both matched-repetition and matchedperformance conditions, older adults were less accurate in their Critical Pair order
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recognition than were their young adult counterparts, despite equivalent accuracy for
False and Novel Pairs. Older adults were also significantly less able to recognize the
correct order of Unrelated Pairs in comparison to those young adult participants in the
1-repetition encoding phase condition. A pattern of age-related changes was also
observed in the item recognition task, and suggests significant declines in the ability to
monitor the temporal context of a memory trace. This finding is paralleled by the
outcome of the temporal order recognition task, in which older adults displayed a
tendency to inappropriately base their order recognition judgments on item, rather than
order, information. Despite earlier predictions, the pre-existing causal asymmetry
between stimuli did not appear to reliably impact order recognition performance. In
contrast, manipulations of event proximity (pair distance) significantly altered order
recognition accuracy, regardless of age.

Repetition condition comparisons
The repetition-based performance comparisons suggest that older adults may
require multiple event pair exposures to establish a reliable ordered memory
representation. When both age groups were provided with an equal number of encoding
phase image repetitions, young adults successfully identified the order of Critical Pairs
with superior accuracy. However, performance was somewhat more comparable when
comparing older adults who were provided with two prior training exposures to those
young adults who had viewed the images only once during the encoding task. For
instance, these groups performed at similar levels of accuracy when Critical Pairs were
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presented in the same order between study and test phases (although when the order was
reversed, Older Adults again displayed significant accuracy declines). This discrepancy
may indicate that younger adults can more readily quickly establish a stable
representation of event order for pairs that share a pre-existing contextual or
environmental association.

Pair type comparisons
Comparisons between older and younger adults’ performance for Unrelated
Pairs supported the prediction that older adults would exhibit greater difficulty in
identifying ordered regularities between unrelated events. Indeed, performance data
indicated that older adults were correct in roughly half of these trials, perhaps as a result
of guessing based upon image familiarity. Additionally, however, it must be noted that
the age-related performance differences for Unrelated Pairs predominantly arose for
young adults given only a single encoding presentation, and reflected the unexpected
finding that only young adults in the 1-repetition condition showed recognition order
accuracy for Unrelated Pairs that exceeded levels expected by chance. Of singular
interest is the finding that, after a single encoding exposure, some young adults
performed significantly better than their older (and even other age-matched)
counterparts, but only when pairs appeared in the same order between study and test
phases. Alternately, these young adult participants performed with similar accuracy
levels as shown by older adults when the presentation order was reversed. Despite the
fact that this effect was not observed in the matched-repetition age-group comparisons,
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it is unlikely that the performance of the single encoding phase young adults is a mere
statistical artifact, given the selective benefit for pairs presented in a predictable order.
Furthermore, even though Unrelated Pair order recognition was statistically equivalent
between the matched-repetition age groups, the pattern of differences mirrored that
observed in matched-performance comparisons; the magnitude of the differences is
non-significant, but young adults nonetheless performed somewhat better on those pairs
than did older adults. Future experiments of this nature may require more statistical
power to detect these differences. Currently, these data point to age-related changes in
the ability to establish ordered relations between unrelated events, but only under
conditions in which events appear in the same order as in prior experiences.
The contrast between marked age-related differences for Critical and Unrelated
Pairs, but comparable performance for False and Novel Pairs, suggests that older adults
were relying heavily on simple image recognition as a basis for their order recognition
judgments. The capacity of these older adults to correctly reject False and Novel Pairs
as containing at least one unseen item implies that they were able to successfully
identify whether images had appeared during the encoding task. However, in cases
when both images were familiar, but unrelated, older adults often performed at levels
indicating guessing. Therefore, this may reflect a general tendency for older adults to
make judgments based upon familiarity, not true order recognition. This finding is in
line with a number of previous studies, most notably those that show better verbatim
memory for a stimulus item after multiple exposures, but a decreased capacity to
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accurately identify the source or temporal order, despite familiarity with the images
(Jacoby & Rhodes, 2006; Spencer & Raz, 1995).
Of interest is the lack of significant temporal order accuracy differences between
Older and Younger Adults for False Pairs, which it had been predicted would be falsely
identified more frequently by Older Adults. Previous studies have established that older
adults are more likely to falsely recognize images with a known semantic representation
(e.g., Koutstaal et al., 2003), or those that are more familiar through experimental
manipulations (Jacoby & Rhodes, 2006), but in this case the known semantic
association between an image pair was insufficient to mislead older participants into
false recognition of a novel, but related, image. Later efforts in this domain should
better account for such issues as visual similarity or the degree of pre-existing
association between image pairs, as these factors may mediate recognition accuracy.
Another account may focus on whether the false lure images in the current
experiment were placed in the same general semantic category by older adults.
Normative data were collected from both younger and older adults to ensure that the
descriptions participants provided for target pairs did successfully differentiate between
the images. This contrasts with many studies of false recognition for common objects,
where alternative exemplars of a given object (e.g., two or more different cats, or
chairs) might be given the same basic level description (e.g., Koutstaal & Schacter,
1997; Koutstaal, 2003). Testing memory skills with various exemplars of a given
object or event may encourage reliance on semantic categorical information, which can
then lead to false recognition errors. Such errors would not tend to emerge, however,
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for two associated but mutually-distinguishable events if those events were placed into
different “event categories.” Indeed, other research in which older adults are explicitly
helped to perceptually differentiate between multiple and very similar-appearing objects
at encoding suggests that this may help to reduce (albeit not eliminate) age-related
increments in false recognition (Koutstaal et al., 1999). Future research might examine
if the distinctions between related events fade with a longer lag between encoding and
testing, such that these images might be mistaken for one another as memory becomes
impoverished across time.

Pair symmetry comparisons
Although many performance comparisons between Younger and Older Adults
produced findings in line with earlier predictions, the symmetry analysis revealed mixed
results for age-related performance changes. In most comparisons, symmetrical and
asymmetrical pair performance was similarly accurate. Even though age-related
performance differences were observed in matched-repetition comparisons, the inherent
symmetrical order of the pair did not interact significantly with age. However, a unique
pattern of results was observed for young adult participants who viewed image pairs
twice during the encoding phase. These young adults were significantly more likely to
recognize the order of asymmetrical pairs, but performed at statistically equivalent
levels of accuracy to older adults for symmetrical pairs.
In further consideration of pair symmetry effects, no clear support was found for
the hypothesis that older adults would be more likely to falsely recognize asymmetrical
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image pairs as having appeared in their logical order, regardless of their original order
during encoding. In matched-repetition comparisons, older adults were only slightly
more likely to incorrectly identify the order of an asymmetrical pair than younger
adults. When Asymmetrical Critical Pairs were presented at encoding in the BA
sequence, and were later presented at test in the logical AB order, young adult
performance was marginally significantly higher than that of older adults. This effect is
overshadowed by other symmetry pair and order condition analyses: Matchedrepetition young adults significantly outperformed older adults on both Asymmetrical
ABAB and ABBA pairs, suggesting that this effect is not limited to incorrect recall of a
causal sequence in the ‘logical’ order. Moreover, no noteworthy differences were
observed in the older adult data between Critical Pairs presented in the ABBA or BAAB
orders, suggesting no specific tendency to transpose these pairs in a particular manner.
This lack of significant difference between Critical Pair order conditions, combined
with low levels of performance in some pair type conditions, further suggests that many
of the older adults were basing their judgments on item recognition, not order
recognition, and that pre-existing event order played little role in shaping their
recognition performance.

Pair distance comparisons
Although the earlier predictions about event proximity were supported by the
distance manipulation data, no new findings of interest were uncovered pertaining to
proximity and such factors as normal aging, or the characteristics of the events to be
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ordered in memory. Older adults were comparatively less accurate in judgments of
pairs separated by an intervening image, but their performance declines were uniform
relative to the young adult comparison groups. Future experimental efforts may include
more extreme manipulations of temporal distance for pairs that share a pre-existing
association. This may help to identify the degree to which related events, when
separated by larger time spans, may be recognized in later order judgments, and may
illuminate a yet-undetected age effect.

Item recognition task comparisons
Results from the item recognition task indicated that under equivalent numbers
of incidental exposures, older adults were significantly less able to correctly identify
Critical and False at Encoding images as having been presented during the original test
phase. Furthermore, they were also more likely to incorrectly identify False at Test
images as having been earlier presented during the first experimental task. This effect
again appears to be driven by an age-related decline in the ability to monitor one’s
source memory for the original context in which an event had occurred, as described in
numerous published studies (Jacoby, Shmizu, Daniels, & Rhodes, 2005; Dodson, Bawa,
& Krueger, 2007; Dodson, Bawa, & Slotnik, 2007). These results may also point to
increased false identifications under shallow encoding conditions (e.g., Jacoby et al.,
2005). Even though the indoor / outdoor judgment used here for incidental encoding
requires participants to access some meaningful semantic details about the image
content, this task may not have invoked a sufficient degree of attention to semantic
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details to provide a stable and reliable memory trace for later correct source
identification.
It is noteworthy that older and younger adults performed at relatively similar
levels of accuracy when our young adults were only provided a single initial exposure
to the images. This further suggests an age-related decrease in the ability to form a
stable event representation, replete with contextual details, that allows one to establish
its temporal context. Based upon these data, it is expected that multiple encoding phase
repetitions would bolster older adults’ image recognition accuracy, as this may
overcome the declines in encoding efficiency, working memory capacity, and
familiarity-based recognition strategies.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Before addressing the broader themes and interpretations of the overall results,
the following paragraphs review the key findings for each of six comparisons, including
pair type, pair repetition, pair distance, pair order, pair symmetry, and item recognition.

Pair type condition
Both older and younger adults were better able to recognize the temporal order
of pairs that shared a pre-existing association (Critical Pairs), than for those that shared
no pre-existing conceptual or thematic association (Unrelated Pairs). This difference
likely reflects superior access to a stable prior representation of event association or to
higher-order categorical knowledge for the events’ content. This finding may also point
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to the difficulty in establishing an ordered association between heretofore unrelated
events.
Age-related differences were observed in Critical Pair order recognition in both
matched-performance and matched-repetition comparisons. Results from the item
recognition task suggest that older adults indeed remembered having seen these Critical
Pair images, so their relatively poorer accuracy may reflect order errors in spite of
accurate recognition of both Critical Pair images. Both older and younger adults were
able to accurately reject False and Novel Pairs at equivalent levels of performance,
suggesting that this experimental manipulation did not reliably lead to false recognition
of unpresented images.

Pair repetition condition
In the younger adult sample, multiple encoding phase repetitions had little
impact on overall accuracy, in spite of predictions that multiple exposures to an event
sequence would improve subsequent temporal order recognition performance.
Performance comparisons between age groups suggested similar levels of accuracy in
older and younger adults when the former were provided an additional encoding phase
exposure. Therefore, older adults may require multiple exposures to ordered image
pairs to effectively encode an ordered representation of the events.
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Pair distance condition
The temporal proximity between two events during the encoding phase played a
significant role in shaping later order recognition performance. When one image
intervened between a target pair, temporal order recognition was less accurate in both
older and younger adults, and no age-related performance changes were observed to
suggest that older adults are differentially impacted by this degree of pair distance
manipulation. Young adults were most accurate in their order recognition for
temporally-adjacent Critical Pairs than for those separated in time, adding further
support for the importance of proximity as a key element of both temporal and causal
association learning.

Pair order condition
Temporal order judgments by our young adult participants showed a clear
pattern of changes based upon encoding-to-test phase order manipulations. Both
Critical and Unrelated Pairs were identified more accurately when pair order was
recapitulated across tasks; this difference is most prominent in the case of Unrelated
Pairs, which were identified with significantly higher accuracy when their order was
maintained, but at levels indicating chance when presented in a reversed order to that
which had been previously encountered. Older adult performance showed no clear
pattern of changes based upon order manipulations, again likely pointing to a
recognition judgment strategy based upon item, not order recognition.
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Pair symmetry condition
Evaluations of the influence of prior asymmetrical pair associations on
subsequent temporal order recognition performance produced mixed results. When
young adults were provided two encoding phase exposures of the stimulus pairs they
were significantly more accurate in their recognition of asymmetrical pairs than older
adults. However, no significant differences were observed within age groups, or
between repetition manipulations, based upon the strength of pre-existing causal order
of an event pair. In opposition to predictions, neither older nor younger adults were
more likely to falsely recognize highly asymmetrical pairs in their logical order, as
evidenced by lack of order manipulation effects for both asymmetrical and symmetrical
image pairs.

Item recognition task
Both older and younger adults were equally adept at rejecting unseen images as
never having appeared during the incidental encoding task, and no differences in item
recognition accuracy were observed in matched - performance comparisons for any of
the image types. When comparing between age groups with equal encoding phase
exposures, however, young adults were better able to both reject False at Test images,
and to correctly identify Critical and False at Encoding images, pointing to a heightened
ability to monitor their source memory. However, a lack of difference between older
adults’ performance on False at Encoding and False at Test images suggests that they
were indeed able to accurately monitor the source of an image’s original occurrence, but
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perhaps not to the same degree as our younger participants. Finally, both age groups
identified Critical images with greater accuracy than False at Encoding images, despite
both having been presented during the encoding task. As False at Encoding images
originally appeared un-accompanied by their complementary image, this finding again
points to a selective benefit for later recognition memory when images appeared along
with an associated event.

Conclusions: Item and Order Memory Dissociations
Combined, these results provide broad support for a dissociation between
memory for item identity and for event order, in that older adults’ performance
consistently suggested that they could recognize whether an image had been presented,
but could not reliably determine the order in which the images appeared. This result
mirrors those of a number of prior studies in this area (e.g., Kausler, Salthouse, &
Saults, 1988; Howard & Howard, 1997; Cabeza, et al., 2000, Schmitter-Edgecombe &
Simpson, 2001; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008), but is unique in that these effects are
now observed in the context of memory for event order of real-world events. This item
and order memory dissociation is most striking when one considers the excellent
performance by older adults in rejecting False and Novel Pairs as containing at least one
yet-unseen image, but chance level responding for Unrelated Pairs. Moreover, older
adults made significantly more errors in monitoring the source of their item memory
during the final item recognition task, in which they were asked to respond “old” only to
items that had been presented during the first incidental encoding phase, and to respond
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“new” to any items that may have been associatively and semantically related to those
items (“False at Encoding”) or that had been presented during the experimental session,
but only during the order recognition test (not in the indoor/outdoor study phase).
Under equal encoding phase exposures older adults falsely rejected more False at
Encoding images, which had indeed appeared during the original encoding phase, than
their younger adult counterparts. They were also more likely than younger adults to
falsely recall an image as being present during original encoding; older adults were
significantly more likely than matched-repetition younger adults to erroneously accept a
False at Test image, which had only appeared during the order recognition task. Their
ability to reject Novel images as unseen, however, was comparable to young adults in
both repetition- and performance-matched group comparisons.
The work of Brady and Oliva (2008) suggests further explorations of age-related
order and item memory changes using this stimulus set. These authors presented
participants with a sequence of location images containing repeated target triplets. Not
only were participants able to identify the order of probe triplets during a subsequent
test phase, but this recognition extended to novel triplets of exemplars that maintained
the same ordered relation. Furthermore, this effect was also observed when participants
viewed pictures at encoding, but only viewed the names of pictures (i.e., 3-word probe
triplets) at test. This finding demonstrates that the ordered representation of these
images may exist at a level of abstraction beyond the perceptual details of a particular
set of images. A similar investigation could use the pictorial event pair stimuli that
were developed here to examine how ordered representations for Unrelated Pairs can
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extend to other semantically or contextually related test pairs. For example, by
presenting one-half of two Critical Pairs (e.g., two ‘A’ images) as a novel pair during
encoding, the remaining two Critical Pair images (e.g., two ‘B’ images) could be
combined as a semantically related Unrelated Test pair to see if the ordered relation
transfers between pairs. The experiments reported here contained a rudimentary form
of this manipulation in the False Pair condition, wherein participants were expected to
falsely remember that an item had appeared as a result of earlier exposure to its related
image. However, given the relative ease of recognizing an image as novel, more subtle
manipulations that circumvent such novelty-recognition strategies may be required to
fully examine this phenomenon in various populations.

Conclusions: Establishing Temporal Order and Causal Associations
A primary area of exploration in this experiment concerned how new temporal
order associations are formed, and how prior knowledge of ordered associations
(particularly for causal event sequences) may influence order recognition. One method
used by this study to address this issue involved analyzing how participants formed new
ordered associations between Unrelated Pair images. As discussed above, only those
young adult participants in the single encoding phase repetition condition could reliably
establish an ordered association between events, and only then under conditions in
which the pair order was maintained between encoding and test phases. This points to
the difficulty in establishing ordered regularities in our memory for unrelated events,
but also to the benefit of two events sharing some pre-existing association, given the
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relatively greater performance for Critical Pairs in all age and repetition groups. Merely
establishing an ordered representation of events, however, is not sufficient to create a
causal association; for this purpose, these results must be evaluated in light of the causal
principles of proximity and asymmetry.
With regard to the goal of identifying interactions between memory for ordered
information and causal knowledge, results were somewhat mixed, but provide clear
directions for future exploration and consideration. As expected, this experiment was
able to successfully replicate the proximity effect, and order recognition of Critical
Pairs was superior in all age and repetition groups when the images appeared back-toback, without the presence of an intervening image. This temporal proximity is likely
to make the order of two events more salient, and also to more effectively promote
access to, or encoding of, an ordered event representation. With regards to Unrelated
Pairs, young adults in the 1-, 2-, and 3-repetition encoding phase conditions
unexpectedly produced an inverted pattern of performance than that found for Critical
Pairs; in all young adult participants, Unrelated Pair order was recognized with greater
accuracy when a single image intervened. This effect was not observed in the older
adult participants.
Why this age group was most capable at identifying event order when novel
sequences are separated in time is still unclear. This finding may imply that detecting
patterns between Unrelated Pairs was somehow facilitated by these images being more
temporally distant, perhaps making each more perceptually salient or accounting for
some form of attentional “bottleneck” (following Broadbent, 1958). However, given
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that all groups performed better for temporally proximal Critical Pairs, but not
Unrelated Pairs, it is unlikely that explanations relating to simple image salience or
attentional capacity are appropriate. Most unusual is that this finding runs counter to
the very principle of proximity, in that when we attempt to establish new causal
relations, those that are most closely related in time should be most closely associated to
each other. Future experiments should seek to replicate this phenomenon (including
with different timing parameters for stimulus presentation at initial encoding, for both
the images themselves and the intervals between images), and to establish if it occurs in
the context of more encoding phase repetitions, and to further increases in pair distance.
Other future evaluations of proximity effects on causal order judgments could also
exploit the temporal-distance ratings provided by participants during stimulus
development. All Critical Pairs in the stimulus set that was developed here have an
associated temporal distance score, which indicates the time span that usually separates
two related events. This factor could reveal order memory differences based upon the
real-life temporal distance of causal pairs, or can be analyzed to determine if causal
association ratings and temporal distance ratings significantly interact.
The lack of significant findings with respect to causal asymmetry is unable to
provide support for either an associative (Quinn and Markovits, 1998) or causal-model
(Waldmann, Holyoak & Fratianne, 1995) view of ordered causal sequences, but
encourages further experimentation using this stimulus set. One method that has
successfully been used to investigate this phenomenon was reported by Fenker (2005)
and Satpute (2005). As described previously, these authors presented pairs of
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associated words, and participants were asked to evaluate whether word pairs were
causal, or merely associated with one another. A significant interaction effect was
observed when causal word pairs were presented in the reversed order, with effects
preceding causes, as participants were slower at judging the causal relation for these
pairs than when the words were in the logical cause-and-effect sequence. A similar
design could be applied to the pictorial stimulus set introduced here, and it would be
expected that reaction times for causality judgments of highly asymmetrical image pairs
may also be significantly slower when the pair is presented in a reversed order.
Although reaction time data were collected for the experiments reported here,
participants were advised to take as much time as they needed to make their recognition
order judgments and we were most interested in assessing levels of order recognition
accuracy. Future experiments of this nature may prove more successful at identifying
causal asymmetries in order memory by focusing more intently on this performance
measure. Such experiments might also examine if stronger effects of asymmetry
emerge under encoding conditions that do not include equal proportions of events in
their pre-experimentally learned (AB) versus reversed (BA) temporal orders, to
examine if the immediate testing context modulates the extent to which participants
draw on pre-existing knowledge.
An additional avenue of exploration involves using this stimulus set to evaluate
the principle of exclusivity, or the reliable appearance of one event before the
appearance of the next. This principle was not specifically evaluated in the experiments
reported here, as a given target pair was consistently presented in the same (invariant)
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order at encoding, but future research could readily include manipulations of the
consistency of event order presentations during initial encoding, to assess this important
aspect of causality and causal inference. For instance, event pairs could be presented
multiple times throughout an incidental encoding phase, but the presentation order
could be systematically manipulated such that some image pairs appear in a particular
order upon each occurrence, whereas others may be preceded by a different image each
time. By randomizing the order of some pairs at encoding, the degree to which the
exclusivity of a target pair influences memory for order and causality inferences can be
evaluated in the context of pair association, pair distance, and other factors.
The pursuit of connections between causal knowledge and ordered event
memory also highlighted some significant limitations of this stimulus set and
experimental design that merit discussion. One issue that must be addressed in future
work is the difference between event pairs that are directly causal, and those where the
first event in a pair merely allows for the appearance of the next. The causal direction
scores used to identify highly symmetrical and asymmetrical pairs were sufficiently
able to isolate truly causal sequences from those that were entirely reversible, but a
more stringent way of indexing the causal relation between pairs should be developed to
better address issues of the causal asymmetry. Second, if this stimulus set proves useful
in the experimental designs proposed above, more stimulus pairs might be developed to
represent an even larger range of human, animal, and natural events. Additional
symmetrical Critical Pairs, in particular, would add balance to the stimulus set and
better represent a full range of causal asymmetry.
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In sum, the experiments reported here bolster our understanding of both general
(across age) and age-related changes in memory for temporal order, and mark a
promising first stage in an ongoing effort to establish how these changes interact with
one’s ability to appropriately utilize causal knowledge. Whereas older and younger
adults showed no performance differences based upon the prior causal asymmetry of an
event pair, or the temporal distance between events at encoding, the overall pattern of
findings suggests that order recognition, a fundamental precursor to causal order, may
be impacted in the process of normal, healthy aging. Most importantly, these
experiments establish a new method with which to examine ordered event recognition
in a manner that more closely matches the experience of everyday life. Although
questions still remain, the stimulus set introduced here will prove valuable in future
investigations of causal and temporal order memory across the lifespan.
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Stimulus Set Summary Data
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APPENDIX B
Older Adult Exclusion Criteria
Upon initial contact with participants, the following list of exclusion criteria
were read (in the case of telephonic communication) or written (in the case of e-mail
communication). Potential participants were instructed to respond that they were
ineligible based upon a failure to meet any of the following criteria, but to maintain
confidentiality they were not asked to identify which criteria they failed to meet. When
participants arrived to participate and had signed the appropriate informed consent
forms, they were again asked to respond to each of the following exclusion criteria to
ensure the inclusion of their results.
Participants must:
1. Have normal or corrected-to-normal vision
2. Be a native speaker of English or have learned English before the age of 6
3. Be between 60 to 80 years of age
4. Have completed elementary school up to at least Grade 5
5. NOT have one or more of the following conditions:
- untreated cataracts
- have had open heart/bypass surgery
- untreated high blood pressure
- Parkinson's disease
- nervous system disease
- stroke or transient ischemic attack
- a hospital visit after a concussion, or were unconscious for more than 5 minutes
- diabetes
- mental or emotional problems for which they were admitted to a hospital
- alcohol or drug abuse
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APPENDIX C
Statistical Analysis Summary by Age Group, Experimental Conditions
Young Adult Proportional Accuracy Analysis – Order Recognition Task
o

Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. diff. between Repetitions, F(2, 46) = 1.34, p = .27.



Sig. Repetitions x Pair Type interaction, F(4.0, 92.5) = 2.89, p < .05.
•

o

(G-G adjustment)



N.s. diff. between CRITICAL pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 2.70, p = .08.



Sig. diff. between UNRELATED pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 3.35, p < .05
•

Sig. linear slope, F(1, 23) = 7.84, p = .01

•

One-sample t-test against .50 test value (guessing)
o

1 Rep: t(23) = 4.15, p <.001

o

2 Reps: (n.s.) t(23) = 1.45, p = .16

o

3 Reps: (n.s.) t(23) = 0.03, p = .78



N.s. diff. between FALSE pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 1.54, p = .23



N.s. diff. between NOVEL pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 1.90, p = .16

Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel) [combining across repetitions]
o

Repeated Measures ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Pair Types, F(2.4, 169.4) = 271.72, p < .001.
•

o

(G-G adjustment)

Dependent samples t-test


Sig. diff. between CRITICAL and UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 13.25, p < .001, Cohen’s
d = 2.22.



Sig. diff. between CRITICAL and FALSE pairs, t(71) = - 10.88, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
1.83.


o

Sig. diff. between FALSE and NOVEL pairs, t(71) = - 3.77, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .63.

One-sample t-test against .50 test value (chance)


CRITICAL: t(71) = 22.36, p < .001. M = .76, SD = .10



UNRELATED: t(71) = 3.23, p < .003. M = .54, SD = .10



FALSE: t(71) = 29.60, p < .001. M = .91, SD = .12



NOVEL: t(71) = 36.14, p < .001. M = .96, SD = .11
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o

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. diff. between Repetitions, F(2, 46) = 0.84, p = .44



Sig. diff. between Distance Pairs, F(1, 23) = 21.98, p < .001



N.s. Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.42, p = .66, Cohen’s d =
.27.

o

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions) x Pair Type
(Critical, Unrelated ONLY)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. diff. between Repetitions, F(2, 46) = 0.44, p = .64



Sig. diff. between Pair Types, F(1, 23) = 7.36, p < .05



N.s. Repetitions x Pair Distance x Pair Type interaction, F(2, 46) = 0.002, p = .99.

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) [combining across repetitions]
o

Dependent-samples t-test


o

Sig. diff. between Distance Pairs, t(71) = 4.76, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .80.

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. Distance Pair x Pair Type interaction, F(1, 71) = 17.39, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
.99

o

Dependent-samples t-test – Pair Type by Distance Pair Type


Sig. diff. between 0-dist and 1-dist CRITICAL pairs, t(71) =6.40, p < . 001, Cohen’s d
= 1.07.



N.s. diff. between 0-dist and 1-dist UNRELATED pairs, t(71) =1.17, p < . 25,
Cohen’s d = .20.

o

One-sample t-test against .50 test value (chance)


0-dist UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(71) = 1.71, p = .09, M = .53, SD = .13



1-dist UNRELATED: t(71) = 3.24, p < .01, M = .55, SD = .13
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o

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. diff. between Repetitions, F(2, 46) = 0.86, p = .43.



N.s. Repetitions x Order Manipulation interaction, F(6, 138) = 0.46, p = .83.



N.s. diff. between ABAB pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 0.65, p = .53.



N.s. diff. between BABA pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 0.19, p = .83.



N.s. diff. between ABBA pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 0.14, p = .87.



N.s. diff. between BAAB pairs across repetitions, F(2, 46) = 1.64, p = .21.

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) [combining across repetitions]
o

Repeated Measures ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Order Manipulation types, F(2.05, 145.52) = 14.97, p < .001.
•


o

o

(G-G Adjustment)

Sig. linear slope, F(1,71) = 31.03, p < .001

Dependent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between ABAB and BABA pairs, t(71) = 1.76, p = .08, Cohen’s d = .30.



Sig. diff. between ABAB and ABBA pairs, t(71) = 4.19, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .70.



Sig. diff. between ABAB and BAAB pairs, t(71) = 6.08, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.02.



Sig. diff. between BABA and ABBA pairs, t(71) = 2.66, p = .01, Cohen’s d = .45.



Sig. diff. between BABA and BAAB pairs, t(71) = 4.00, p < .001, Cohen’s d = .67.



N.s. diff. between ABBA and BAAB pairs, t(71) = 1.75, p = .08, Cohen’s d = .29.

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. Order Manipulation [4] x Pair Type interaction, F(2.21, 156.57) = 13.09, p <
.001.

o

Dependent samples t-tests


Sig. diff. between ABAB and BABA CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 2.40, p < .025, Cohen’s d
= .40.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 1.93, p = .06, Cohen’s d
= .32.



Sig. diff. between ABAB and BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 3.97, p < .001, Cohen’s d
= .67.
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N.s. diff. between BABA and ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 0.19, p = .85, Cohen’s d
= .03.



N.s. diff. between BABA and BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 1.83, p = .07, Cohen’s d
= .31.



Sig. diff. between ABBA and BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 2.36, p < .025, Cohen’s d
= .40.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and BABA UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 0.55, p = .58,
Cohen’s d = .09.



Sig. diff. between ABAB and ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 4.81, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = .81.



Sig. diff. between ABAB and BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 4.43, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = .74.



Sig. diff. between BABA and ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 5.56, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = .93.



Sig. diff. between BABA and BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 4.87, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = .82.



N.s. diff. between ABBA and BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 0.35, p = .73,
Cohen’s d = .06.

o

Order Manipulations [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions)


o

Mixed Factor ANOVA
•

N.s. diff. between Repetitions, F(2,46) = 0.84, p = .44.

•

N.s. Order Manipulation [2] x Repetition interaction, F(2,46) = 0.53, p = .59

Order Manipulations [2] (Maintained, Reversed) [combining across repetitions]


Dependent samples t-test
•

Sig. diff. between Order Manipulation [2] pairs, t(71) = 4.65, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
.78.
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o

Order Manipulations [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions) x Pair
Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)


Mixed Factor ANOVA
•

N.s. Order Manipulation [2] x Repetition x Pair Type interaction, F(2,46) = 1.00, p
= .37.

o

Order Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)


Repeated Measures ANOVA
•

Sig. Order Manipulation [2] x Pair Type interaction, F(1,71) = 21.62, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.10.



Dependent samples t-test
•

Sig. diff. between Maintained and Reversed CRITICAL pairs, t(71) = 2.33, p < .025,
Cohen’s d = .39.

•

Sig. diff. between Maintained and Reversed UNRELATED pairs, t(71) = 5.41, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = .91.



o

•

Maintained order UNRELATED: t(71) = 6.42, p < .001, M = .66, SD = .21

•

Reversed order UNRELATED: t(71) = - 3.28, p < .003, M = .42, SD = .22

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions)




o

One-sample t-test against .50 test value (chance)

Mixed Factor ANOVA
•

Sig. diff. between Repetitions, F(2,46) = 4.83, p < .02

•

N.s. Repetition x Pair Symmetry interaction, F(2,46) = 1.41, p = .25.

Dependent samples t-tests
•

1-Rep: N.s. diff. between Symmetry Pairs, t(71) = 1.20, p = .25, Cohen’s d = .20.

•

2-Reps: N.s. diff. between Symmetry Pairs, t(71) = 0.15, p = .88, Cohen’s d = .03.

•

3-Reps: N.s. diff. between Symmetry Pairs, t(71) = - 0.95, p = .35, Cohen’s d = .16.

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical [combining across repetitions]


Dependent samples t-test
•

N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical pairs, t(71) = .38, p = .71,
Cohen’s d = .06.
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o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions) x Order
Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB)


Mixed Factor ANOVA
•

N.s. Repetition x Pair Symmetry x Order Manipulation [4] interaction, F(6,102) =
0.14, p = .99.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-, 3-Repetitions) x Order
Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed)


Mixed Factor ANOVA
•

N.s. Repetition x Pair Symmetry x Order Manipulation [2] interaction, F(2,46) =
0.35, p = .71.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB)


Mixed Factor ANOVA
•



N.s. Pair Symmetry x Order Manipulation [4] interaction, F(3,159) = 0.21, p = .89.

Dependent samples t-test
•

N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical ABAB pairs, t(71) = 0.03, p =
.98, Cohen’s d = .01.

•

N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical BABA pairs, t(71) = 0.59, p =
.56, Cohen’s d = .10.

•

N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical ABBA pairs, t(71) = 0.00, p =
1.00, Cohen’s d = 0.00

•

N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical BAAB pairs, t(71) = 1.23, p =
.22, Cohen’s d = .21.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Order Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed)


Mixed Factor ANOVA
•

N.s. Pair Symmetry x Order Manipulation [2] interaction, F(1,71) = 0.80, p = .37
Cohen’s d = .21



Dependent samples t-test
•

N.s. diff. between Maintained and Reversed Symmetrical pairs, t(71) = 1.17, p =
.24.
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•

Sig. diff. between Maintained and Reversed Asymmetrical pairs, t(71) = 2.23, p <
.05.

•

N.s diff between Maintained Symmetrical and Asymmetrical pairs, t(71) = .8, p =
.94, Cohen’s d = .20.

•

N.s diff between Reversed Symmetrical and Asymmetrical pairs, t(71) = 1.23, p =
.22, Cohen’s d = .37.

Young Adult Proportional Accuracy Analysis – Item Recognition Task
o

Image Type (Critical, False at Encoding, False at Test, Novel) x Repetition Number (1-, 2-Repetitions)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Repetitions, F(1,23) = 16.76, p < .001



Sig. Image Type x Repetition interaction, F(1,23) = 4.14, p < .01, Cohen’s d = 1.71.

Independent samples t-tests


Sig. diff. between 1-Rep and 2-Rep accuracy, t(46) = 3.98, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
1.20.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep and 2-Rep Critical Image accuracy, t(46) = 2.75, p < .01,
Cohen’s d = .83.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep and 2-Rep False at Encoding Image accuracy, t(46) = 4.21,
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.27.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep and 2-Rep False at Test Image accuracy, t(46) = 3.01, p <
.005, Cohen’s d = .91.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep and 2-Rep Novel Image accuracy, t(46) = 0.76, p =.45,
Cohen’s d = .23.

o

Image Type (Critical, False – Encoding, False – Test, Novel) [Combining across repetitions]
o

Repeated Measures ANOVA


o

Sig. diff. between Image Types, F(3,141) = 26.24, p < .001.

Dependent samples t-test


Sig. diff. between Critical and False at Encoding Image accuracy, t(47) = 3.37, p <
.005, Cohen’s d = .70.



Sig. diff. between Critical and False at Test Image accuracy, t(47) = 4.38, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = .90.
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Sig. diff. between Critical and Novel Image accuracy, t(47) = 7.94, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.64.



Sig. diff. between False at Encoding and False at Test accuracy, t(47) = 2.20, p <
.05, Cohen’s d = .45.



Sig. diff. between False at Encoding and Novel Image accuracy, t(47) = 5.34, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = 1.10.



Sig. diff. between False at Test and Novel Image accuracy, t(47) = 4.11, p < .005,
Cohen’s d = .85.

Older Adult Proportional Accuracy Analysis – Order Recognition Task
o

Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel) [2-repetitions]
o

Repeated Measures ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Pair Types, F(2.0, 45.9) = 147.48, p < .001.
•

o

(G-G adjustment)

Dependent samples t-test


Sig. diff. between CRITICAL and UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 4.80, p < .001, Cohen’s
d = 1.45.



Sig. diff. between CRITICAL and FALSE pairs, t(23) = - 13. 15, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
3.96.



Sig. diff. between CRITICAL and NOVEL pairs, t(23) = - 12. 94, p < .001, Cohen’s d =
3.9.


o

o

N.S. diff. between FALSE and NOVEL pairs, t(23) = - 1.79, p = .09, Cohen’s d = .54.

One-sample t-test against.5 test value (chance)


CRITICAL: t(23) = 7.74, p < .001. M = .65, SD = .10



UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = .50, p = .62. M = .51, SD = .09



FALSE: t(23) = 19.71, p < .001. M = .91, SD = .10



NOVEL: t(23) = 31.98, p < .001. M = .94, SD = .07

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) [2 repetitions]
o

Dependent-samples t-test


Sig. diff. between Distance Pairs, t(23) = 3.86, p = .001, Cohen’s d = 1.16.
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o

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. Distance Pair x Pair Type interaction, F(1, 23) = 11.27, p < .005, Cohen’s d =
1.40.

o

Dependent-samples t-test – Pair Type by Distance Pair Type


Sig. diff. between 0-dist and 1-dist CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 4.51, p < . 001, Cohen’s
d = 1.36.



N.s. diff. between 0-dist and 1-dist UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = - 1.4, p < . 18,
Cohen’s d = .42.

o

o

One-sample t-test against.5 test value (chance)


0-dist UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = - 0.56, p = .58, M = .49, SD = .11



1-dist UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = 1.19, p = .25, M = .53, SD = .13



0-dist CRITICAL: t(23) = 8.94, p < .001, M = .71, SD = .12



1-dist CRITICAL: t(23) = 3.89, p = .001, M = .59, SD = .12

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) [2-repetitions]
o

Repeated Measures ANOVA


N.s. diff. between Order Manipulation types, F(1.7, 39.6) = 1.91, p = .17.
•


o

o

(G-G Adjustment)

N.s. linear slope, F(1,23) = 2.53, p = .13

Dependent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between ABAB and BABA pairs, t(23) = 0.27, p = .79, Cohen’s d = .08.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and ABBA pairs, t(23) = 1.60, p = .12, Cohen’s d = .48.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and BAAB pairs, t(23) = 1.50, p = .15, Cohen’s d = .45.



N.s. diff. between BABA and ABBA pairs, t(23) = 1.39, p = .19, Cohen’s d = .42.



N.s. diff. between BABA and BAAB pairs, t(23) = 1.47, p = .16, Cohen’s d = .44.



N.s. diff. between ABBA and BAAB pairs, t(23) = 0.16, p = .88, Cohen’s d = .05.

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


o

N.s. Order Manipulation [4] x Pair Type interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.66, p = .58.

One-sample t-test against .50 test value (chance)


ABAB CRITICAL: t(23) = 5.82, p < .001, M = .71, SD = .18
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o



BABA CRITICAL: t(23) = 5.68, p < .001, M = .67, SD = .15



ABBA CRITICAL: t(23) = 2.78, p < .02, M = .61, SD = .19



BAAB CRITICAL: t(23) = 2.25, p < .05, M = .61, SD = .23



ABAB UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = 0.58, p = .57, M = .53, SD = .24



BABA UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = 1.73, p = .10, M = .59, SD = .25



ABBA UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = - 0.70, p = .49, M = .46, SD = .28



BAAB UNRELATED: (n.s.) t(23) = - 0.74, p = .47, M = .46, SD = .26

Dependent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between ABAB and BABA CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 0.88, p = .39, Cohen’s d
= .27.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 1.93, p = .07, Cohen’s d
= .58.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 1.69, p = .11, Cohen’s d
= .51.



N.s. diff. between BABA and ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 1.11, p = .28, Cohen’s d
= .33.



N.s. diff. between BABA and BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 1.16, p = .26, Cohen’s d
= .35.



N.s. diff. between ABBA and BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 0.07, p = .94, Cohen’s d
= .02.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and BABA UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = - 1.48, p = .15,
Cohen’s d = .45.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 0.71, p = .48,
Cohen’s d = .21.



N.s. diff. between ABAB and BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 0.75, p = .46,
Cohen’s d = .23.



N.s. diff. between BABA and ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 1.33, p = .20,
Cohen’s d = .40.



N.s. diff. between BABA and BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 1.46, p = .16,
Cohen’s d = .44.
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N.s. diff. between ABBA and BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 0.04, p = .97,
Cohen’s d = .01.

o

Order Manipulations [2] (Maintained, Reversed) [combining across repetitions]
o

Dependent samples t-test


N.s. diff. between Order Manipulation [2] pairs, t(23) = 1.60, p = .12, Cohen’s d =
.48.

o

Order Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. Order Manipulation [2] x Pair Type interaction, F(1,23) = 0.02, p = .88,
Cohen’s d = .06.

o

Dependent samples t-test


N.s. diff. between Maintained and Reversed CRITICAL pairs, t(23) = 1.75, p = .09,
Cohen’s d = .53.



N.s. diff. between Maintained and Reversed UNRELATED pairs, t(23) = 1.13, p =
.27, Cohen’s d = .34.

o

o

One-sample t-test against .50 test value (chance)


Maintained order UNRELATED: t(23) = 1.26, p = .22, M = .56, SD = .22



Reversed order UNRELATED: t(23) = - 0.82, p = .42, M = .46, SD = .23



Maintained order CRITICAL: t(23) = 8.04, p < .001, M = .69, SD = .12



Reversed order CRITICAL: t(23) = 2.87, p < .01, M = .61, SD = .18

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) [2-repetitions]
o

Dependent samples t-test


N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical pairs, t(23) = 1.25, p = .22,
Cohen’s d = .38.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Marginal Pair Symmetry x Order Manipulation [4] interaction, F(3,69) = 2.58, p =
.06.
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o

Dependent samples t-test


N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical ABAB pairs, t(23) = 0.36, p =
.72, Cohen’s d = .11.



N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical BABA pairs, t(23) = - 0.44, p =
.67, Cohen’s d = .13.



Sig. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical ABBA pairs, t(23) = 2.50, p =
.02, Cohen’s d = .75.



N.s. diff. between Symmetrical and Asymmetrical BAAB pairs, t(23) = - 1.24, p =
.23, Cohen’s d = .37.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Order Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. Pair Symmetry x Order Manipulation [2] interaction, F(1,23) = 0.68, p = .42,
Cohen’s d = .34.

o

Dependent samples t-test


N.s. diff. between Maintained and Reversed Symmetrical pairs, t(23) = - 0.19, p =
.85, Cohen’s d = .06.



N.s. diff. between Maintained and Reversed Asymmetrical pairs, t(23) = 1.05, p =
.31, Cohen’s d = .32.

Older Adult Proportional Accuracy Analysis – Item Recognition Task
o

Image Type (Critical, False – Seen, False – Unseen, Novel) [2-Repetitions]
o

Repeated Measures ANOVA


o

Marginal diff. between Image Types, F(1.3,30.9) = 3.62, p = .055.

Dependent samples t-test


Sig. diff. between Critical and False at Encoding Images, t(23) = 4.82, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.45.



Sig. diff. between Critical and False at Test Images, t(23) = 2.11, p < .05, Cohen’s d
= .64.



Sig. diff. between Critical and Novel Images, t(23) = 2.40, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .72.



N.s. diff. between False at Test and False at Encoding Images, t(23) = - .71, p = .49,
Cohen’s d = .21.



N.s. diff. between False at Encoding and Novel Images, t(23) = 1.13, p = .27,
Cohen’s d = .34.
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N.s. diff. between False at Test and Novel Images, t(23) = 1.03, p = .31, Cohen’s d
= .31.

Older / Younger Adult Comparative Analysis – Order Recognition Task
o

Overall accuracy scores - Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


o

Sig. diff. between Age / Repetitions, F(3, 69) = 5.52, p < .005.

Independent samples t-tests


Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA accuracy, t(46) = 2.16, p = .05, Cohen’s
d = .65.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA accuracy, t(46) = 4.45, p < .001, Cohen’s
d = 1.34.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA accuracy, t(46) = 3.30, p < .005, ,
Cohen’s d = .99.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep YA accuracy, t(46) = - 2.04, p < .05, Cohen’s
d = .62.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 3-Rep YA accuracy, t(46) = - 1.28, p = .21, Cohen’s
d = .39.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 3-Rep YA accuracy, t(46) = 0.52, p = .61, Cohen’s
d = .16.

o

Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated, False, Novel) x Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Age / Repetitions, F(3, 69) = 3.18, p < .05



Sig. Age / Repetitions x Pair Type interaction, F(5.6, 127.7) = 3.77, p < .001

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions




Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 1.18, p = .29

•

Sig. Age / Repetitions x Pair Type interaction, F(3, 69) = 3.39, p < .05.

Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 14.93, p = .001

•

Sig. Age / Repetitions x Pair Type interaction, F(2.1, 48.7) = 6.24, p <
.005.



Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
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o

•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 4.86, p < .05

•

Sig. Age / Repetitions x Pair Type interaction, F(2.0, 45.8) = 5.45, p < .01

Independent samples t-test


Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 2.74, p < .01,
Cohen’s d = .83.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 2.45, p < .02,
Cohen’s d = .74.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA FALSE pairs, t(46) = - 0.96, p = .34,
Cohen’s d = .29.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA NOVEL pairs, t(46) = - 0.44, p = .66,
Cohen’s d = .13.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 5.28, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.59.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.77, p = .45,
Cohen’s d = .23.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA FALSE pairs, t(46) = 0.72, p = .47,
Cohen’s d = .22.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA NOVEL pairs, t(46) = 2.19, p < .05,
Cohen’s d = .66.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 4.28, p < .001.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 0.19, p =
.85.

o



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA FALSE pairs, t(46) = 0.68, p = .50.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA NOVEL pairs, t(46) = 2.12, p < .05.

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) x Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Age / Repetitions, F(3, 69) = 8.69, p < .001



N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.58, p = .63

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Pair Distance x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
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•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 12.58, p = .002

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.12, p = .73,
Cohen’s d = .14.



Pair Distance x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 27.93, p < .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1,23) = 0.40, p = .53,
Cohen’s d = .26.



o

Pair Distance x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 14.71, p = .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1,23) = 2.27, p = .15

Independent samples t-tests


Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance pairs, t(46) = 3.12, p < .01,
Cohen’s d = .94.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance pairs, t(46) = 3.22, p < .01,
Cohen’s d = .97.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance pairs, t(46) = 4.36, p < .001.
Cohen’s d = 1.31.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance pairs, t(46) = 4.31, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 1.30.

o



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance pairs, t(46) = 3.39, p = .001.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance pairs, t(46) = 3.66, p = .001.

Pair Distance (0-distance, 1-distance) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY) x Age / Repetition
Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. Distance Pair x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.59, p =
.63

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Pair Distance x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1, 23) = 2.46, p = .13,
Cohen’s d = .65.
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Pair Distance x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1,23) = 0.92, p = .35,
Cohen’s d = .40.



Pair Distance x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

o

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Distance interaction, F(1,23) = 0.99, p = .33

Independent samples t-tests


Marg. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance CRITICAL pairs, t(46) =
1.81, p = .08, Cohen’s d = .55.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 6.46,
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.95.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.79, p = .44, Cohen’s d = .24.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance UNRELATED pairs, t(46) =
1.32, p = .19, Cohen’s d = .40.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 3.88,
p = .001, Cohen’s d = 1.17.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 8.05,
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.43.



Marg. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance UNRELATED pairs, t(46) =
- 1.98, p = .05, Cohen’s d = .60.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance UNRELATED pairs, t(46) =
0.25, p = .80, Cohen’s d = .08.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 7.55,
p < .001.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 3.02,
p < .005.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 0-distance UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 2.74, p < .01.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA 1-distance UNRELATED pairs, t(46) =
0.26, p = .79.
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o

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) x Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep
OA)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Age / Repetitions, F(3, 69) = 8.84, p < .001



N.s. Order [4] x Age / Repetition interaction, F(9, 207) = 0.36, p = .95

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions






o

Order [4] x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 12.78, p = .002

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [4] interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.15, p = .13.

Order [4] x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 28.44, p < .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [4] interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.01, p = .99.

Order [4] x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 14.98, p = .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [4] interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.61, p = .61

Independent samples t-tests


Marg. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB pairs, t(46) = 1.99, p = .05,
Cohen’s d = .60.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA pairs, t(46) = 1.54, p = .13,
Cohen’s d = .46.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA pairs, t(46) = 1.75, p = .09,
Cohen’s d = .53.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB pairs, t(46) = .96, p = .34, Cohen’s
d = .29.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB pairs, t(46) = 2.53, p < .02,
Cohen’s d = .76.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA pairs, t(46) = 1.86, p = .07,
Cohen’s d = .56.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA pairs, t(46) = 2.15, p < .05,
Cohen’s d = .65.
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Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB pairs, t(46) = 2.13, p < .05,
Cohen’s d = .64.

o



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB pairs, t(46) = 3.16, p < .005.



Marg. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA pairs, t(46) = 1.97, p < .06.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA pairs, t(46) = 1.74, p = .09.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB pairs, t(46) = 0.63, p = .53.

Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY) x Age /
Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Marg. Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(5.2, 120.7) = 1.84, p
= .06
•

o

(G-G adjustment)

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(2.2, 51.1) =
4.80, p < .005.
•



(G-G adjustment)

Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(1.9, 44.4) =
1.80, p = .16.
•



(G-G adjustment)

Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Order [4] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(2.2, 51.1) =
1.47, p = .24 (G-G adjustment)

o

Independent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 0.96, p =
.34, Cohen’s d = .29.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 0.62, p =
.54, Cohen’s d = .19.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 2.81, p <
.01, Cohen’s d = .85.
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N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 1.30, p =
.20, Cohen’s d = .44.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 2.63, p <
.02, Cohen’s d = .79.



Marg. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 2.00, p
= .05, Cohen’s d = .60.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 3.30, p =
.002, Cohen’s d = .99.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 3.07, p <
.005, Cohen’s d = .93.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 2.89, p <
.01.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 2.83, p <
.01.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 3.46, p =
.001.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = - 1.10, p =
.28.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 2.75,
p < .01, Cohen’s d = .83.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 2.22,
p < .05, Cohen’s d = .67.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.67, p
= .51, Cohen’s d = .20.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.18, p
= .86, Cohen’s d = .05.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 1.16,
p = .25, Cohen’s d = .35.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 1.21,
p = .23, Cohen’s d = .36.
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N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.23, p
= .82, Cohen’s d = .07.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.63, p
= .53, Cohen’s d = .19.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 1.42,
p = .16.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = - 0.21,
p = .84.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 1.16, p
= .25.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.68, p
= .50.

o

Order Manipulations [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep
OA)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Age / Repetitions, F(3, 69) = 8.69, p < .001



N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [2] interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.35, p = .79

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Order [2] x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 12.58, p < .005

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [2] interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.03, p = .86,
Cohen’s d = .07.



Order [2] x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 27.93, p < .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [2] interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.00, p = .99,
Cohen’s d = .00.



Order [2] x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 14.71, p = .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Order [2] interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.58, p = .46
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o

Independent samples t-tests


Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED pairs, t(46) = 2.05, p <
.05, Cohen’s d = .62.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED pairs, t(46) = 1.47, p = .15,
Cohen’s d = .44.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED pairs, t(46) = 2.52, p <
.02, Cohen’s d = .76.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED pairs, t(46) = 2.39, p < .025,
Cohen’s d = .72.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED pairs, t(46) = 2.96, p =
.005.



o

N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED pairs, t(46) = 1.33, p = .19.

Order Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x Pair Type (Critical, Unrelated ONLY) x Age /
Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


o

Marg. Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(3, 69) = 2.31, p = .08

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(1, 23) = 8.12, p
< .01, Cohen’s d = 1.19.



Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(1, 23) = 2.73,
p = .11, Cohen’s d = .69.



Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Order [2] x Pair Type x Age / Repetition interaction, F(1, 23) = 1.31,
p = .26

o

Independent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED CRITICAL pairs, t(46) =
.99, p = .33, Cohen’s d = .30.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 2.36,
p < .025, Cohen’s d = .71.
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Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED CRITICAL pairs, t(46) =
3.16, p < .005, Cohen’s d = .95.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 3.82,
p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.15.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED CRITICAL pairs, t(46) =
3.79, p = .001.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED CRITICAL pairs, t(46) = 2.53,
p < .02.



Sig. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED UNRELATED pairs, t(46) =
2.76, p < .01, Cohen’s d = .83.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.48, p = .63, Cohen’s d = .14.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED UNRELATED pairs, t(46)
= 1.25, p = .22, Cohen’s d = .38.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 0.53, p = .60, Cohen’s d = .16.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA MAINTAINED UNRELATED pairs, t(46)
= 0.93, p = .36.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA REVERSED UNRELATED pairs, t(46) = 1.04, p = .30.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) ) x Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


Sig. diff. between Age / Repetitions, F(3, 69) = 7.81, p < .001



N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Symmetry interaction, F(3,69) = 1.24, p = .30

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Pair Symmetry x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 1.41, p = .25
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•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Symmetry interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.08, p =
.78, Cohen’s d = .12.



Pair Symmetry x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 21.20, p < .001

•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Pair Symmetry interaction, F(1, 23) = 0.48, p =
.49, Cohen’s d = .29.



Pair Symmetry x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

Sig. diff between Age / Repetitions, F(1, 23) = 12.09, p < .005

•

Marg. Age / Repetitions x Pair Symmetry interaction, F(1, 23) = 3.39, p =
.08

o

Independent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = 1.28, p = .21,
Cohen’s d = .39.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 0.75, p =
.46, Cohen’s d = .23.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = 3.58, p =
.001, Cohen’s d = 1.08.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 3.82, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = 1.15.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = 2.36, p <
.025.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 4.29, p =
.001.

o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Order Manipulation [4] (ABAB, BABA, ABBA, BAAB)
x Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. Symmetry Pair x Order [4] x Age / Repetition interaction, F(9, 153) = 0.69, p =
.72

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Symmetry Pair x Order [4] x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
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•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Symmetry Pair x Order [4] interaction, F(3, 51) =
1.11, p = .35.



Symmetry Pair x Order [4] x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Symmetry Pair x Order [4] interaction, F(3, 51) =
1.07, p = .37.



Symmetry Pair x Order [4] x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Symmetry Pair x Order [4] interaction, F(3, 51) =
1.39, p = .26

o

Independent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 0.41,
p = .68, Cohen’s d = .12.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 0.28,
p = .79, Cohen’s d = .08.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 0.34,
p = .74, Cohen’s d = .10.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 1.46,
p = .15, Cohen’s d = .44.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 1.45,
p = .16, Cohen’s d = .44.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 1.40,
p = .17, Cohen’s d = .42.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 0.78,
p = .44, Cohen’s d = .24.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 3.82,
p = .001, Cohen’s d = 1.15.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 1.43,
p = .16.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 2.99,
p = .005.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 0.36,
p = .72.
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Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = - 2.10,
p < .05.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 0.12, p = .91, Cohen’s d = .04.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 0.44,
p = .67, Cohen’s d = .13.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA Asymmetrical pairs, t(43) = 1.71, p = .09, Cohen’s d = .52.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(43) = 0.19,
p = .85, Cohen’s d = .06.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 2.19, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .66.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 0.72, p = .54, Cohen’s d = .22.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 2.90, p < .01, Cohen’s d = .87.



Marg. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 2.00, p = .05, Cohen’s d = .60.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 1.72, p = .09.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BABA Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) = 1.65, p = .11.



Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA ABBA Asymmetrical pairs, t(43) = 4.53, p < .001.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA BAAB Asymmetrical pairs, t(43) = - .41,
p = .68.
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o

Symmetry Pairs (Symmetrical, Asymmetrical) x Order Manipulation [2] (Maintained, Reversed) x
Age / Repetition Number (1,2,3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
o

Mixed Factor ANOVA


N.s. Symmetry Pair x Order [2] x Age / Repetition interaction, F(3, 69) = 0.26, p =
.85

o

Mixed Factor ANOVA – between Age / Rep conditions


Symmetry Pair x Order [2] x Age / Repetition Number (1-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Symmetry Pair x Order [2] interaction, F(1, 23) =
0.14, p = .71, Cohen’s d = .16.



Symmetry Pair x Order [2] x Age / Repetition Number (2-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Symmetry Pair x Order [2] interaction, F(1, 23) =
0.03, p = .86, Cohen’s d = .07.



Symmetry Pair x Order [2] x Age / Repetition Number (3-rep YA, 2-rep OA)
•

N.s. Age / Repetitions x Symmetry Pair x Order [2] interaction, F(1, 23) =
0.38, p = .54

o

Independent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Maintained Symmetrical pairs, t(46) =
0.63, p = .53, Cohen’s d = .19.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Reversed Symmetrical pairs, t(46) = 0.21, p = .84, Cohen’s d = .06.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Maintained Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) =
1.09, p = .28, Cohen’s d = .33.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Reversed Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) =
0.83, p = .41, Cohen’s d = .25.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Maintained Symmetrical pairs, t(46) =
1.51, p = .14, Cohen’s d = .46.



Marg. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Reversed Symmetrical pairs, t(46) =
1.84, p = .07, Cohen’s d = .55.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Maintained Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) =
3.04, p < .005, Cohen’s d = .92.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Reversed Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) =
2.80, p <.01, Cohen’s d = .84.
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Sig. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Maintained Symmetrical pairs, t(46) =
2.47, p < .02.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Reversed Symmetrical pairs, t(46) =
.24, p = .82.



N.s. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Maintained Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) =
3.57, p = .001.



Marg. diff. between 3-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Reversed Asymmetrical pairs, t(46) =
2.45, p < .02.

Older / Younger Adult Comparative Analysis – Item Recognition Task
o

Image Type (Critical, False – Seen, False – Unseen, Novel) x Age / Repetition Number (1,2- rep YA,
2-rep OA)
o

Independent samples t-tests


N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Critical Images, t(46) = - .13, p = .90,
Cohen’s d = .04.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA False at Encoding Images, t(46) = - .56,
p = .58, Cohen’s d = .17.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA False at Test Images, t(46) = .63, p =
.53, Cohen’s d = .19.



N.s. diff. between 1-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Novel Images, t(46) = - .67, p = .51,
Cohen’s d = .20.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Critical Images, t(46) = 2.54, p < .02,
Cohen’s d = .77.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA False at Encoding Images, t(46) = 3.37,
p < .005, Cohen’s d = 1.02.



Sig. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA False at Test Images, t(46) = 4.56, p <
.001, Cohen’s d = 1.37.



N.s. diff. between 2-Rep YA and 2-Rep OA Novel Images, t(46) = 0.00, p = 1.0,
Cohen’s d = .00.

